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ABSTRACT
Falls are serious problem which lead to negative consequences on the quality of
life especially for older people. Most falls are caused by the interaction of
multiple risk factors. However, manual analysis in big and complex medical
data to analyse the fall risk factor are time consuming with high processing cost.
Therefore, the aim of this study is to develop a clustering-based fall risk
algorithm which can provide assistances for clinician in management of falls.
The proposed algorithm consists of several stages, includes data pre-processing,
feature selection, feature extraction, clustering and characteristic interpretation.
This study employed Malaysian Elders Longitudinal Research (MELoR) dataset.
A total of 1279 subjects and 9 variables from dataset (1411 subjects and 139
variables) are selected for clustering. t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour
Embedding (t-SNE) for feature extraction and K-means clustering algorithm
achieved the highest performance in clustering, which grouping the subjects into
Low (13%), Intermediate A (19%), Intermediate B (21%) and High (31%) fall
risk group. In comparison, older people with higher fall risk have slower gait,
imbalance, weaker muscle strength, with cardiovascular disorder, poorer
performance in cognitive test, and advancing age. This is supported by the
finding in literature review. To concluded, the proposed fall risk clustering
algorithm is capable to group those subjects that have similar features. It
presents a potential as assessment tool in management of falls.
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CHAPTER 1

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1

General Introduction

Fall is described as an incident that unintentionally causes a person to come to
rest on the ground or floor (World Health Organization, 2018). According to
studies, about one third of people who older than sixty-five years old had fall at
least once in the past twelve months (Sieri and Beretta, 2004; Stevens and
Sogolow, 2005; Rubenstein and Josephson, 2006). In fact, falls are the second
most common source of accidental or unintentional injury in the world. The
injury caused by fall can associated with fractures, disability and even mortality
(Pfortmueller et al., 2014). Thus, falls in older people are considered as a major
public health issue (Gale, Cooper and Aihie Sayer, 2016).
In general, the cause of fall is complex, so it is difficult be analysed if
only depend simple diagnosis results. To deal with this, fall interpretation by
fall risk assessment was suggested. Fall risk is simply used to describe the
possibility of falling (Horton, 2007). The most common alternative for fall risk
assessment is implementation of multiple risk factors intervention. There are
many studies have used risk factors to determine the fall risk for older people
(Tromp et al., 2001; Whitney et al., 2012). Common factors including but not
limited to, advanced age, muscle weakness, medications and gait imbalance. In
addition, environment from house or hospital also considered as a factor which
can directly affect the incidence of fall (Letts et al., 2010). In short, the
possibility of fall can be linked with number of fall risk factors and their strength
of association towards older people.
Based on the evaluated fall risk, fall prevention strategies can be
proposed to create safer environment with reduced fall risk (Elliott, Painter and
Hudson, 2009; Gillespie et al., 2009; Van Vost Moncada and Mire, 2017). An
effective prevention programme should explore multiple risk factors and
prevent fall from it. Consideration would probably be targeted only individuals
at high risk of falling due to feasibility and cost effectiveness. However, it is
still challenging to decide the major fall risk factors among older people because
it can vary according different population and scenarios.
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In recent years, machine learning and data mining are commonly
applied in medical field (Polat and Güneş, 2007; Daǧ et al., 2012; Tran et al.,
2014). Data mining technique provides a user oriented approach to the novel
and hidden pattern in various medical data (Nithya, Duraiswamy and Gomathy,
2013). This is because hand picking features which depend on expertise and
experience may not that efficient for medical analysis. It cannot guarantee that
all important information in the existing data are included. Moreover, it is time
consuming and expensive if complex data are presented. Thus, data mining is
useful to generate new information from large databases.
Machine learning techniques can be classified into supervised and
unsupervised learning. Supervised methods like classification infers function
from labelled training data. To illustrate this, the diseases symptoms are tagged
with label and trained by classification algorithm. Eventually, this classification
algorithm can identify the class of a patient based on symptoms (Saxena et al.,
2017). Therefore, the supervised classification is used as a tool for prediction.
On the other hand, unsupervised learning is self-learning technique that
without the labelling. Unsupervised clustering is used to find a structure in a
collection of unlabelled data. The outcome of clustering is a data definition,
where a cluster describes a set of objects that are identical to them and are
separate from objects belonging to other clusters. In the medical field, cluster
analysis offers a standardized, formalized approach for analysing data and
identifying clinical similarity groups (Kalyani, 2012). Clustering techniques are
typically more demanding than supervised solutions because it offer greater
insight into complex medical results (Khalid and Prieto-Alhambra, 2019).
Learning from data can help to know the disease evolution and personalise
treatments according the need (Álvarez et al., 2019).
In this study, a clustering algorithm model is proposed for fall risk
clustering in older people. The core idea is using the clustering strength to
discover the major risk factors and characteristics for falls in older cohort. From
fall dataset, the clustering algorithm should be able to cluster those subjects with
similar characteristic into same group. All clustered groups are identified with
different fall risk. By conducting analysis, the association of the risk factors and
fall risk can be revealed.
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1.2

Importance of the Study

Falls are serious problem which lead to negative consequences on the quality of
life especially for older people. To illustrate this, falls and consequent injuries
are major public health problems that often require medical attention. Older
people constitute a large and increasing proportion of the population. The cost
arising from falls represent a large proportion of healthcare spending (World
Health Organization, 2007). Direct cost encompasses health care such as
medication and adequate services. Indirect cost are productivity losses and
disability caused by fall-related injuries. These economic impacts of falls are
critical to family and society. Therefore, identify of relevant fall risk factors to
prevent fall is of major importance for community (Todd and Skelton, 2004).
In fact, fall data analytics can effectively reduce the cost due to falls in
hospital (Bill, 2007). The benefit of big data is the ability to look at thousands
of factors at the same time, including those seemingly ‘extrinsic’ to the problem
at hand. Nevertheless, it is not convenient to test such big data manually. With
the development of clustering algorithm, a huge number of independent risk
factors can be efficiently evaluated. It can help clinicians deal with the
abundance of knowledge and improve the accuracy of diagnosis. Clustering
observations can be used to examine the correlation or independence of features
to offer a deeper insight. All these advantages lead the importance to develop a
clustering models for fall risk assessment in older people. Besides that, this
clustering algorithm may not be limited to fall risk assessment but also usable
for other similar or related problems. All the findings in this study can provide
valuable insight for future research.

1.3

Problem Statement

Falling among the older people is not a new problem, but one of the most
complicated and high-cost unresolved problems concerned by the healthcare
system. Problem statement for the current study is summarised as below:
•

Although there are numerous studies have investigated the fall risk
factors, it is still challenging to identify which group of factors
contribute higher risk in older people and should specifically prevent
from fall.
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•

Big and complex medical data analysis are time consuming with high
processing cost if conducted manually.

•

Although various machine learning techniques have applied in medical
field, it is still lack of research and algorithm that specifically for the
domain of fall risk clustering.

1.4

Aim and Objectives

The main aim of this study was to propose a clustering-based fall risk algorithm
as assessment tool which can provide assistances for clinician in management
of falls. The specific objectives of this research were:
•

To identify the major risk factors for falls in older cohort.

•

To identify dimensionality reduction and clustering techniques that can
efficiently partition objects into number of clusters from a large dataset.

•

1.5

To study the characteristics between higher and lower fall risk group.

Scope and Limitation of the Study

This study provides literature review on major risk factors of falls in older
people. Apart from that, this study is focus on developing working algorithms
that able to perform clustering in dataset. A final thesis included the
development, flow, and performance of the algorithm are documented.
The study is limited to only Malaysian Elders Longitudinal Research
(MELoR) dataset. Besides that, the number of faller and non-faller subjects are
not balance in this dataset. Therefore, it may cause some bias in analysis. In
addition, not all the potential fall risk factors are available in this dataset. The
association of fall and risk factors are analyzed only for those provided in dataset.

1.6

Contribution of the Study

This study makes the following contributions:
•

Provide summary of major fall risk factors from literature review of
recent twenty years.

•

Provide clustering algorithm that potential as assessment tool in fall
analysis. It simplifies the process of data analysis to discover useful
information if there exist.
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•

Clustering analysis in MELoR dataset. The characteristics that
contribute higher fall risk are analysed and discussed.

1.7

Outline of the Report

This report covers a total of five chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the Introduction
which consisted of background study, the importance of study, problem
statement, aim and objectives, the limitation and scope and contribution of study.
Chapter 2 is about the Literature Review. It is conducted on fall risk
factors, current fall risk predictors, dimensionally reduction techniques and
clustering techniques.
Chapter 3 describes the Methodology in this study. The proposed
clustering algorithm is explained from initial phase to final phase. The methods
applied in data pre-processing, feature selection, feature extraction, clustering
and characteristic interpretation are illustrated. The Gantt chart and milestone
are also included. The problems encountered and solutions are discussed at the
end of this chapter.
Chapter 4 includes the results and discussion. The results that generated
from each phase are described follow by discussion. Tables and figures are
provided to illustrate the findings.
Chapter 5 discusses the conclusion and recommendations for future
works.
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CHAPTER 2

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, literature review that covering falls in older people and clustering
techniques will be conducted. All relevant theories, statements and gaps in
existing research are identified through this. In order to ensure the information
obtained are up to date, only relevant studies in recent twenty years were
included.
This chapter can be generally divided into two parts. The first part was
discussing about fall risk factor in older people. Major fall risk factors followed
by assessment tools were identified from existing researches. Besides that,
current fall risk assessments that widely used in hospital were illustrated. The
second part was focus on dimensional reduction and clustering techniques.
Different methods that are useful in dimensionality reduction were reviewed.
After this, various clustering approaches as well as clustering validation
methods were also explored.

2.2

Risk Factor

Fall risk factor is condition or characteristic that increase the likelihood of fall.
Absolutely, there are various factors that cause older people to fall. It can further
classify into intrinsic or extrinsic factors. Intrinsic factors include individual
characteristics such as demographic, fall history and health status. On the other
hand, extrinsic factors refer environmental factors which cause slipping or loss
of balance. In general, fall may occur as the result of independent or complex
interaction among fall risk factors. It can be confirmed that fall risk will greater
with the increase number of risk factors. However, the correlations between
each risk factor and fall is different. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the
relationship between each risk factor and fall in older people.
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2.2.1

Gait and Balance

Gait is a person’s manner of walking whereas balance is an even distribution of
body weight. In this case, gait and balance disorders are identified as major fall
risk factor in older people, lead to serious injuries and even mortality.
Normal walking among human are achieved by two legs that provide
both support and balance. Gait cycle is used to describe the unique and
repeatable motion that used for gait analysis. It can be illustrated from two major
phases which are stance phase and swing phase. Stance phase start from heel
strike then pass through list of motions and end with terminal swing in swing
phase (Lakany, 2008). The movement in each of the leg and body are varying
in different phases. It is important to ensure continual interchange between each
phase because it enables balance while walking. If there is disorder in any
segment of body or alter timing of muscle action, it may cause abnormal gait
pattern and loss of balance. Thus, fall happen as consequence.

2.2.1.1 Current Researches Findings
Several studies had proved that gait and balance disorder were significant risk
factor for fall in older cohort. To illustrate this, Rubenstein and Josephson (2006)
provided the important insight that the risk for fall was nearly threefold increase
for older people who had gait and balance impairments. Although the study has
examined among multiple risk factors, gait and balance deficit still contributes
higher relative risk ratio compared to others. It shown that this risk factor able
to predict possibility of future fall with more consistency and precise. To support
such statement, Ganz DA, Bao Y and Shekelle PG (2007) also reported that
presence of gait or balance abnormalities increased risk of fall (1.4 to 2.6 odd
ratio (OR) range) after conducted fifteen studies with relevant information.
Besides that, ten out of fifteen studies have reported statistically significant
results on this. All these evidences are indicating that gait and balance is an
acknowledgement risk factor. Therefore, evaluation on this risk factor is
essential step to identify fall risk.
There are two studies have analysed the diseases that associated with
gait and balance disorder (Duxbury, 2000; Salzman, 2011). Duxbury (2000)
reported that the linkage of gait disorders with either diseases in musculoskeletal,
cardiovascular and nervous system. In like manner, Salzman (2011) listed down
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various medical conditions associated in a table. It is noteworthy that
musculoskeletal, cardiovascular and neurological disorders are included in both
studies. This indicates the gait disturbance is likelihood caused by combinations
of one or more diseases under these three categories. Pain, imbalance, restricted
range of motion and poor posture may be induced by these diseases to gait and
balance.
As supportive study, Chaiwanichsiri, Janchai and Tantisiriwat (2009)
reported that foot pain (OR = 2.5) and knee osteoarthritis (OR = 3.2) in foot
musculoskeletal disorder were identified as fall risk factors. However, foot pain
is found that has only little effect on gait in this study. This may be limited to
differences in population in the settings. Moreover, Sinaki et al. (2005)
concluded that women who had osteoporosis with hyperkyphosis resulted in
slower gait and poorer balance will increased the risk of fall.
In summary, gait and balance is the major fall risk factor and it related
to several diseases. However, the effect of some diseases on gait can be obvious
while some are hard to identify and often discovered only after fall. Therefore,
early detection on disease that cause gait and balance disorder is crucial for fall
prevention.

2.2.1.2 Assessment Tools
The simplest way to identify the abnormal gait is through clinical evaluation for
common patterns of abnormality. Two studies have listed common gait disorder
patterns, associated characteristics and possible causes for each type of gait
(Duxbury, 2000; Salzman, 2011). This assessment method does not involve
complicate setup, but it required understanding mechanisms of each gait
patterns and such characteristics may varies from person to person. In this case,
development and use of tools for gait disorder assessment can provide more
reliable results.
Among of screening tools, Timed ‘Up & Go’ test (TUG) is widely used.
It measures total time taken (second) to rise from chair, walked three meters
with usual gait speed, turned around, back to chair and sit. Cut-off times based
on category of testers are used to evaluate functional mobility. Another common
tool is Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC). ABC is 16 items scale
which testers rate their own confidence interval when performing daily living
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activities. This rating scale ranges from zero (no confidence) to hundred
(complete confidence) and overall score is obtained from average score of all
sixteen items. Functional reach (FR) is measure of distance for maximal forward
reach exceed arm’s length with fixed base of support maintaining. A threshold
distance is defined, and the tester will be predicted has low balance if cannot
exceed it. Other tests as Dynamic Gait Index (DGI) appeared low sensitivity to
risk indication and thus not be reviewed (Wrisley et al., 2003).
Several studies have proved TUG as a reliable measure to identify
between fallers and non-fallers (Shumway-Cook et al., 2000; Lin et al., 2004;
Alexandre et al., 2012). Shumway-Cook et al. (2000) reported that 13.5 second
as threshold value had prediction rate of 90 % of faller classifying. This
threshold value is not consistent with Alexandre et.al (2012), who found that
predictive value of 12.47 second. Due to time of published, the latter result is
more persuasive. However, this threshold value is likely to vary in different age
group because the gait speed decrease with advanced age. Instead of support
TUG as valid tool, Lindsay, James and Kippen (2004) stated TUG was poor in
assessing fall risk but it may not that reliable because the data only collected
from medical records of 160 patients (mean age = 81). Another study reports on
accuracy of TUG rely on individual’s ability to complete the test instead of TUG
time (Large et al., 2006). Also, Schoene et al. (2013) concluded that TUG was
more useful in frailty group instead of examined healthy old population.
Nevertheless, TUG still the popular assessment tool in gait and balance.
There are two studies have reported that ABC scores related to fall
(Hatch et al, 2003; Huang and Wang’s, 2009). On the other hand, Hotchkiss et
al. (2004) showed the ABC scale had no ability to identify people who had
falling history. After systematic review, Stasny et al. (2011) concluded that there
were insufficient researches and evidences to prove ABC scale can predicted
falls. Apart from that, the ABC-6 which consists of 6 chosen activities in ABC
only indicates stronger relationship to falls and useful in assessment of fear of
falling (Peretz et al., 2006; Schepens, Goldberg and Wallace, 2010).
Johnsson, Henriksson and Hirschfeld (2003) found that FR is weak in
stability measure as it may influenced by movement of trunk during testing. In
contrast, one study found that FR has high reliability in balance measurement
(Lin et al., 2004). Overall, FR still valid as a simple balance assessment.
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2.2.2

Muscle Strength

Skeletal muscles assist in body support and movement through muscle
contraction and relaxation. Muscle strength determines the amount of force that
used to maintain balance. Weak muscle strength can cause imbalance of body
due to insufficient force support. As muscle strength and mass reduced with age,
the gait and functional performance are also be affected. Thus, muscle strength
is evaluated as major risk factor for falls in older people.

2.2.2.1 Current Researches Findings
Many studies have reported muscle weakness is associated with fall in older
adults. To illustrate this, Ding and Yang (2016) suggested older people with
knee muscle strength around 1.05 to 1.10 Nm/kg were susceptible to high fall
risk. Muscle weakness especially lower knee joint muscle can lead to sliprelated fall. The odd ratio (OR) between lower extremity weakness and fall risk
reported from 1.2 (Tromp et al., 2001) to 4.4 (Rubenstein and Josephson, 2006).
Besides that, Moreland et al. (2004) also indicated lower extremity weakness
was significant fall risk factor after constructed meta-analysis in thirteen studies.
During walking, the most activated muscle group that control body’s
anteroposterior equilibrium is plantar flexors. Other than that, knee extensors
provide stability by support the weight of body. Hence, reduction in plantar
flexor and knee extensor strength are correlate with falls in older people (Borges
et al., 2017). Other than that, hip muscle strength can significantly disrupt
comfort and balance of body movement. According to Neumann (2010), hip
extensor muscle produced torque when body accelerated upward and forward.
Reduced of hip extensor muscle may causes difficulty to climb step. Moreover,
Rogers and Mille (2003) proposed that the sideways postural balance may
impacted by interlimb hip abductor-adductor. Therefore, the strength of hip
extensor, abductor and adductor is related to fall (Morcelli et al., 2014).
Horlings et al. (2008) found that eight studies reported increased falling
risk with reduced muscle strength. The muscle strength measure not only from
lower limb but included upper limb. Moreland et al. (2004) also reported
combined odd ratio for upper extremity weakness to fall was 1.53, which
consider significant correlation. There may some conflicts that whether hand
grip strength is consider as efficient measure for muscle weakness with its
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relationship to fall. To clarify this, rapid arm movement and grasping are
effective defence against sudden fall (Bateni et al., 2004; Allum et al., 2002).
Hence, weak muscle strength on upper limb can increase the fall risk. In another
way, hand grip strength may reflect strength of lower limb thus related to fall.

2.2.2.2 Assessment Tools
There are many tools used to measure muscle strength. Direct measures are
straightforward which directly test the manual muscle strength while indirect
measures examine through functional performance such as ability to get up from
chair. These two measures cannot compare directly with each other but one
suggests the use of direct measure instead of indirect (Horlings et al., 2008).
Among direct measures, hand grip strength (HGS) measurement is the
simplest method by using digital dynamometer. Testers are requested to grip
and squeeze the dynamometer as hard as possible for 3 seconds. After three
trials for each hand, the score with highest value will be recorded. As stated in
Akbar and Setiati (2018), the standard threshold of HGS for male was 26 kg,
while female was 18 kg. This standard is slightly different based on nation and
age groups. Testers will be classified as low muscle strength if record lower than
specified standard threshold. However, HGS tests can be influenced by body
size so Maranhao Neto et al. (2017) suggested allometric normalization of HGS
with body height can provided more reliable result. This idea is accepted by
Sevene et al. (2017) with D. Belka and DeBeliso (2019). In fact, HGS is proved
highly correlate with functional mobility in many studies (Pijnappels et al., 2008;
Wang et al., 2016; Akbar and Setiati, 2018). Therefore, it is a valid assessment
tool to examine muscle strength and identify faller from non-faller.
Sit to stand (STS) is one of indirect measures. Testers are requested to
stand from chair. The measurements are time taken per repetition or number of
repetitions completed within 10 or 30 second. Performance on this will
determines lower limb strength. This measure is proved that had moderate
association (OR = 1.2) with falls (Tromp et al., 2001). The alternative view is
that STS result affected by balance and other multiple factors instead of
represent lower limb strength only (Lord et al., 2002). Therefore, it may
effective in fall risk assessment but not for muscle strength.
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2.2.3

Cardiovascular Disorder

Cardiovascular refers circulatory system which consists of heart and blood
vessels. Its primary function is carrying oxygen and nutrient from heart to whole
body. Disorder in cardiovascular may lead to insufficient supply of oxygen, loss
of consciousness and then fall. Among of cardiovascular disorders, prevalence
of fall risk increases with orthostatic hypotension. Orthostatic hypotension (OH)
refers significant blood pressure reduction within 3 minutes of standing which
systolic blood pressure decreases ≥ 20 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure ≥ 10
mmHg (Schatz et al., 1996). Low blood pressure causes slow transportation of
oxygen to body parts especially brain which will easily lead to syncope and
subsequent fall.

2.2.3.1 Current Researches Findings
Shaw and Claydon (2014) had expressed the relationship between falls and OH
in flow chart. It also concludes that OH is associated with falls in older people.
This is supported by several studies which report odd ratio (OR) of 1.7 to 2.5
(Heitterachi et al., 2002; Van Der Velde et al., 2007c). In contrast, Tromp et al.
(2001) reported that OH was not associated with fall. This may because it is
general study for all potential risk factors but not specifically for OH. Besides
direct mechanism, which is reduced blood pressure, OH can associated with
falls through impairments. To demonstrate this, diabetes older people without
OH has better balance compare with those with OH (Cordeiro et al., 2009).
Hohler et al. (2012) also reported that Parkinson’s patient with OH had higher
level of disability. In summary, OH represents an intrinsic fall risk factor.
Apart from OH, hypertension is also one of cardiovascular disorders. It
happens when diastolic blood pressure ≥ 90 mmHg or systolic blood pressure ≥
140 mmHg and the duration exceed two occasions. Hypertension can increase
the risk of OH and cause fall. Gangavati et al. (2011) reported that older people
with uncontrolled hypertension had highest possibility of OH and greater risk
of fall (hazard ratio = 2.5).
Moreover, cardiovascular drugs can have effect towards fall. Although
there are insufficient data to show the ways that cardiovascular drugs cause fall,
one studies reported that withdrawal of cardiovascular drugs can significantly
decrease fall (Van Der Velde et al., 2007a). Common cardiovascular drugs
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include diuretics, beta-blockers, digitalis and statins. De Vries et al. (2018) had
analysed sixteen drug class among 131 articles. According to study, medication
of loop diuretics (OR = 1.36) and digitalis (OR = 1.60) may increase fall risk.

2.2.3.2 Assessment Tools
Commonly, manual sphygmomanometer is used as blood pressure measuring
tool, but it can only provide instant result per measurement. The precise timing
is required to capture the transient alternative blood pressure. In this case, beatto-beat monitoring of blood pressure can provide more frequent and precise
result. Hemodynamic system such as Finapres system and Task Force® Monitor
are used to estimate beat-to-beat finger blood pressure (Van Der Velde et
al.,2007b). However, blood pressure selection as interpretation result between
lowest single beat or average over period was still inconsistent in studies.
Assessment in OH is done with blood pressure recording from two
different body positions. It can further be classified into active and passive
testing. Active tests involve muscles contraction when change of positions while
passives tests do not. Active standing test (AST) involved lying-to-standing
procedure which participants need five to ten minutes of rest at supine position
and then stand upright. Measurement is conducted to check whether blood
pressure decrease significant within three minutes according to definition of OH.
On the other hand, standardised tilt table is used in passive head-up tilt test
(HUTT). Testers still follow procedures as AST but raised upright at 60° to 80°
of head-up tilt instead of active standing.
AST and HUTT have been used in many studies (Tromp et al, 2001;
Weiss et al., 2002; Gangavati et al., 2011). There is disagreement regarding
which assessment tool is more suitable as standard. According to Aydin, Soysal
and Isik (2017), HUTT had higher sensitivity and specificity than AST. In
contrast, several studies indicates the limitation of HUTT. Heitterachi et al.
(2002) proposed that positioning finger on chest which above heart level in
HUTT could affected the accuracy. Tan and Kenny (2006) also stated that more
exaggerated response produced in HUTT which lead to misinterpreted. Besides
that, there are several variability indices that computed from AST result can
increase accuracy of fall prediction (Goh et al., 2016). In overall, AST which
not required tilt table is more accurately to measure OH occurs in real life.
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2.2.4

Cognitive Impairment

Cognitive impairment describes condition when person faces difficulty in
concentrating, memorising and making decisions. Cognitive impairment is very
common in older people which dementia, Alzheimer’s diseases or stroke. There
are some signs of cognitive impairment such as loss of memory, fail of
recognition and vision problems. All these can affect the sensory and motor
systems of human. As the result, people with cognitive impairment are difficult
to regulate their gait, balance and response with environment changes. In other
words, fall risk will be greater in this group.

2.2.4.1 Current Researches Findings
Cognitive impairment is known as fall risk factor in many studies (Sieri and
Beretta, 2004; Rubenstein and Josephson, 2006). Vassallo et al. (2009) reported
that the risk of fall for patients with cognitive impairment were higher. After
conducted meta-analysis for twenty-six studies, Muir, Gopaul and Montero
Odasso (2012) estimated the OR for cognitive impairment to any fall was 1.32
and serious injury fall was 2.33 among community-dwelling older people. All
these had shown association of increase fall risk with cognitive impairment.
Cognitive impairment can be classified to disease-specific diagnosis or
specific cognitive domain. Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and dementia are
inside category of disease-specific diagnosis. MCI is earliest sign of dementia
which describes the state of cognitive functioning lower than ordinary (Feldman
and Jacova, 2005). It can causes gait dysfunction in older people (Verghese et
al., 2008). Impaired gait has greater incidence of fall. This is supported by
Delbaere et al. (2012), it suggested the risk of multiple fall was twice in people
associated with MCI compare to those without MCI. Apart from that, dementia
is proved an independent risk factor for falling (Doorn et al., 2003). Dementia
is described as severe or persistent disorder characterized by decline in memory
and thinking skill. In fact, dementia are associated with other risk factors include
impaired vision and motor impairment (Härlein et al., 2009). Different types of
dementia can have different fall risk pattern. However, current researches still
unable to provide adequate findings on this.
Executive function (EF) disorder is one example of cognitive
impairment in specific cognitive domain. This disorder leads problems such as
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hard to concentrate and unable control self behavior. As stated by Herman et al.
(2010), healthy older people with poorer EF had higher risk of fall.

2.2.4.2 Assessment Tools
There are several cognitive screening tools available. Although these tools are
not diagnostic, it can still provide useful analysis in detection of cognitive
change and possible underlying dementia. Sidal-Gidan (2013) provided good
summary of various types of assessment tools with explanation.
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) is primary examining shortterm memory, executive function and concentration. Participants required to
complete the test within ten minutes. The total mark for this assessment is thirty
points and a score of equal or less than twenty-five point is considered
subnormal. MoCA has excellent sensitivity to identify mild cognitive
impairment and its short assessment duration useful in busy clinical setting
(Nasreddine et al., 2005; Harkness et al., 2011).
Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) is generally applied assessment to
examine attention, language and short-term memory. The maximum score is
thirty marks and less than twenty-five marks is impairment suspected. It is
different from MoCA as it takes 15 minutes to complete and executive function
is excluded. Its primary assessment includes early dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease. MMSE has high specificity but not very sensitive (Larner, 2012).
Many studies have compared the performance of MoCA and MMSE.
According to Dong et al. (2010) was that MoCA had higher sensitivity than
MMSE in vascular cognitive impairment detection after acute stroke. A similar
view is held by Gluhm et al. (2013). This study found that MoCA is better
cognitive impairment predictor than MMSE. Its finding also indicates that the
mean MoCA score is lower than MMSE. This shows that MoCA is more
challenging so it can distinguish cognitive impairment more accurately. On the
other hand, MMSE is less capable to determine complex cognitive impairment.
Apart from MoCA and MMSE, there are also Memory Impairment
Screen (MIS), Clock Drawing Test and Mini-Cog Test used for assessment tool.
Each of the cognitive screening tools has its strength in specific clinical setting.
However, one with high sensitivity and specificity should be chosen as ideal
assessment tool. In this case, MoCA was highly prefered.
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2.2.5

Demographic

Demographics describe the population based on factors. In this case, age and
gender are identified as major fall risk factors. It has no direct relationship with
fall. However, different groups of age and gender tend to have different
intervention with each risk factor and contribute to fall.

2.2.5.1 Current Researches Findings
Many studies show fatal fall rates increase with age and gender. Age of 65 years
old above has higher fall risk (World Health Organization, 2018). One study
shows that OR for fall is increasing with age in both men and women (Gale,
Cooper and Aihie Sayer, 2016). However, among the fallers, women are more
significant associated with fall (Stevens and Sogolow, 2005). This is supported
by Stevens et al. (2012).
Verghese et al. (2006) found that high incidence of abnormal gait
increased with age. Normal human tends to walk slower when getting older.
This may because of lesser energy and body strength due to biological factors.
Besides that, a low speed may help to maximise balance and stability (Duxbury,
2000). Apart from that, increased stance width, period of double support phase
and change of bent posture are characteristics of gait that may varied with aging
(Salzman, 2011). Therefore, both speed and stability decrease when age
increase (Schrager et al., 2008). However, there are still inadequate of accepted
standards that clearly define a normal gait pattern in older people. Therefore, it
is quite challenging to identify abnormal gait pattern in different age groups.
According to Verghese et al. (2006), women had higher incidence of nonneurological gait abnormal compared to men. This may due to foot problems or
medical risk factors. To support this, foot degeneration is more severe for
women (Chaiwanichsiri, Janchai and Tantisiriwat, 2009). Hence, women tend
to have slow walking speed and weaker balance.
Many studies have set age as inclusion criteria when examine the
relationship between muscle strength and fall (Moreland et al., 2004; Borges et
al., 2017). This shows that age is a factor that interferes with muscle strength in
indirect way. To support this, Keller and Engelhardt (2013) proved that aging
process had caused reduction of muscle mass and muscle strength. This may
due to reduced number of muscle fibre and its size. Moreover, Allum et al. (2002)
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proposed that balance correcting muscle responses were altered with age so
older people are unable reacted immediately when sudden fall happened. Apart
from that, the pattern of deficit in lower extremity strength is different for gender.
Sieri and Beretta (2004) proposed that male faller had deficit in ankle plantarflexion strength while female faller had lower knee extension strength. These
differences in muscle strength can contribute to different risk for fall.
Orthostatic hypotension (OH) is also influenced by age. Low (2008) had
proved that prevalence of OH increased with age. This may because the aging
causes physiological changes which lead to orthostatic problems. As body’s
homeostatic mechanism, baroreflex helps to maintain blood pressure level
through heart rate control. When blood pressure is decreasing, baroreflex will
come out with a feedback loop so the heart rate will be faster to restore it back.
In other words, blood pressure level will not fluctuate significantly if baroreflex
is effective functioning. Furthermore, compliance describes blood vessel wall’s
capacity to actively expand and contract with changes in pressure. When such
mechanism is not working properly, OH can easily happen. To illustrate this,
older people associated with reduced of baroreflex responsiveness and cardiac
compliance have higher risk for OH (Shibao et al., 2007). By the way, there are
insufficient studies to show the OH prevalence with different gender.
With aging, brain processing speed and sensory perception are
decreasing. Cognitive abilities also will decline as degenerate in brain structure
(Murman, 2015). Besides that, brain damaged or degenerative dementias with
age can lead to cognitive impairment. Therefore, risk for cognitive impairment
is associated with age (Feldman and Jacova, 2005). In order to prove this, major
study samples with cognitive impairment report a mean age above seventy years
old (Muir, Gopaul and Montero Odasso, 2012). In addition, reduction in
executive function is also associated with age. Such deficits can impair the
ability of an older adult to compensate for age-related gait and balance changes
(Herman et al., 2010). However, there are insufficient studies to show the
cognitive impairment prevalence with different gender.

2.2.5.2 Assessment Tools
In this section, questionnaire is implemented as assessment tool to record down
the age and gender.
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2.2.6

Other Risk Factors

Instead of the major fall risk factors that had mentioned, there are also other
minor factors that determine fall risk in older people. It is important to explore
the effect of each towards the fall risk. The factors included falling history, fear
of falling, medication, visual impairment and obesity.

2.2.6.1 Current Researches Findings
Falling history is the major factor for recurrent fall. Individuals with history of
falls are threefold increased risk for falling again (Rubenstein and Josephson,
2006). It similar view, Dhargave and Sendhilkumar (2016) identified falling
history had strong association with falling. Recurrent fall can be caused by same
underlying fall factor as previous or associated with new fall risk factors.
Therefore, it is important to ask whether patient have fallen before, the number
of falls and its causes. Although falling history cannot directly linked to first fall,
it can be useful information when screening for risk of future fall.
Fear of falling describes the psychological fear that can affect balance
and functional performances. Subsequent falls can happen indirectly through
fear of falling. According to Jung (2008), there were many modifiable risk
factors related to fear of falling. History of fall is one of the modifiable risk
factors. Individuals who have previous falls are more easily feel anxiety and
depression associated with fear of falling. Denkinger et al. (2015) also
concluded that walking ability and mobility disability were associated with fear
of falling. However, there is lack of robust evidence shows fear of falling will
cause falls as isolation factor. It is commonly together with other fall risk factors.
Major medication can influence the central nervous system and increase
the fall risk. Van Vost Moncada and Mire (2017) proposed a table that listed
common medication that associated with falls. These drugs are called fall risk
increasing drug (FRID). Polypharmacy which consume high number of
different drugs will cause higher risk for fall (Pfortmueller et al., 2014). This is
because of different side effects and interactions between these drugs. However,
the side effect of medication for each individual is non-identical.
Visual impairment also leads to increment of fall risk (Rubenstein and
Josephson, 2006). Stimuli from visual and vestibular system can affect the
balance of body. Therefore, individuals that have visual impairment may have
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lower sense of direction and muscle response. The relative risk for falls will be
higher if visual impairment paired with other sensory impairment (Dhital, Pey
and Stanford, 2010). Despite that, it still needs some researches to explore more
in this area.
Obesity can increased the fall risk in older adults. Himes and Reynolds
(2012) indicated that weight is linear proportional to fall risk. In other words,
greater risk of falling for those individuals of obesity. As body weight rises, the
balance control mechanism becomes less prone to controlling body sway
oscillations. Therefore, there will be greater balance instability (Hue et al., 2007).

2.2.6.2 Assessment Tools
Questionnaire is used to record down of falling history. Number of fallen, risk
factors associated with previous falling, injuries caused and difficulty after
previous fallen should answered in detail (Arnold and Faulkner, 2007). Besides
that, questionnaire should be conducted to record the medication review for
types and total numbers of medication used.
Fear of falling can be assessed by single question “Are you afraid of
falling?” or Fall Efficacy Scale (Denkinger et al., 2015). Fall Efficacy Scale
consists of ten questions which total hundred marks to examine the level of fear
of falling. However, the questions only evaluate indoor activities but not
included outside activities. Therefore, Activities Specific Balance Confidence
Scale which has more specific questions is more preferred (Jung, 2008).
There are some studies have used Snellen eye chart as assessment of
visual impairment (Van Helden et al., 2007; Herman et al., 2010). Participants
are requested to stand three meters away from eye chart and read. The
participant is considering visual impairment if visual acuity is less than 0.40.
Body mass index (BMI) is a common tool that assess obesity. It is
generated by participant’s weight and height through simple calculation.
Participant will classified as obesity when BMI is more than thirty. Cho et al.
(2018) suggested that central obesity (CO) was accurate way to assess obesity
with fall. It is assessed by using waist circumference. Participant will be
classified as CO if waist circumference is more than 88 cm for women or more
than 102 cm for men. Combined both BMI and CO measurement can provide
more accurate result compared with BMI alone.
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2.3

Current Fall Risk Predictors

Fall risk predictors are tools used to evaluate a patient’s risk for falling. It
includes relevant risk factors in a structured format. By answering the questions,
patient can be identified whether he has high possibility to fall or not. This is
quick and cost-effective method to facilitate busy hospital and clinical setting.
Hendrich II Fall Risk Model (HFRM II) is a common standard to predict
fall risk. The latest version is developed in year 2003. HFRM II provides quick
assessment on eight identified risk factors. It included confusion, depression,
alter elimination, dizziness, gender, administration of antiepileptics and ability
to rise in single movement. Each factor will be assigned specific score after
evaluated by nurses. Individual who accumulates five point or above out of total
sixteen points is determined as high fall risk. HFRM II can provides 74.9 %
sensitivity and 73.9 % specificity of predictive result (Hendrich, Bender and
Nyhuis, 2003). This proves that HFRM II is a validate tool to examine fall.
Morse Fall Scale (MFS) is also a tool to measure likelihood of falling.
Six risk factors which included history of falling, gait, mental status, heparin
lock, use of ambulatory aid and secondary diagnosis will be examined. Each
factor will be assigned specific scores after evaluation. If the participant scores
more or equal than forty-five points, his fall risk level is high. According to
Morse, Morse and Tylko (1989), MFS had 78 % sensitivity and 83 % specificity.
St. Thomas Risk Assessment Tool (STRATIFY) is used to identify
clinical characteristics and falling risk of older people. Oliver et al. (1997)
reported that STRATIFY can predict fall risk at 93 % of sensitivity and 88 % of
specificity for investigation in local cohort. It has five variables for assessment
which are falling history, mental status, toileting frequency, visual impairment
and mobility. Participants need to answer yes or no to each question. One mark
will be assigned if the answer is yes and vice versa. Five questions contribute
five marks in total. A score of above two will considered high falling risk.
After conducted meta-analysis among fourteen related studies, ArandaGallardo et al. (2013) had summarised the diagnostic odd ratios and likelihood
ratio which represent the global performance ratio of each assessment tool. In
comparison, STRATIFY has the best performance in assessing fall risk.
However, the included fall risk factors also not exactly same in all predictors.
Thus, the performance can changes depend on type of predictor and population.
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2.4

Dimensionality Reduction

In machine learning, dimensionality is defined as the quantity of features inside
input dataset. To deliver a reliable analysis, the amount of data that required for
learning algorithm will increase if dimensionality is higher. In other words,
more data are needed if number of features is larger. However, some algorithms
are difficult to train an effective model in problem with huge features number
but small sample size because it prone to overfitting (Hira and Gillies, 2015).
To overcome this, dimensionality reduction included feature selection and
feature extraction are proposed to preserve only significant features.
Dimensionality reduction is important technique in many automation
applications especially medical field (Khalid, Khalil and Nasreen, 2014). To
illustrate this, test results after various diagnoses can act as different type of
features to assess the fall risk of patient. However, the analysis may not that
meaningful because some irrelevant features are associated within existing data.
Therefore, features selection and extraction are essential in this case. It can be
used in isolated or combination to reduce dimension of feature sets and improve
performance for subsequent processing stages (Motoda and Liu, 2002).

2.4.1

Feature Selection

Feature selection is useful to reduce size of search space by selecting subset
from existing features. A brute force feature selection is assessing all possible
relationship of underlying features by experience and expertise. However, this
is not a reliable way to assess large dataset so it usually done by automatic
feature selection (Krakovska et al., 2019). According to Cheng, Wei and Tseng
(2006), feature selection algorithm was able to remove irrelevant attributes in
medical data. Different from feature extraction, no new features are created after
feature selection. This does not make the interpretation of features complicated
for human comprehension. Therefore, feature selection is more widely used to
analyse medical data due to this advantage (Samant and Rao, 2013).

2.4.1.1 Filter Type Feature Selection
Filter model selects features based on information content which are interclass
distance or statistical dependence. Different from wrapper, it does not involves
learning techniques. Most filter type feature selection techniques

include
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feature ranking which determined by cross-validation (Santos, Datia and Pato,
2014). In univariate method, every feature is evaluated separately. Apart from
that, multivariate method assesses the relationships among features.
Independent T-test feature selection is a general used method. It
computes the statistical information and examine which group are statistically
different from each other. To illustrate this, features with maximum inter-group
mean value and minimal intra-group variability will be searched and used (Hira
and Gillies, 2015). Correlation-Based Feature Selection (CFS) is also another
common method to search feature subset corresponding to the degree of
connectivity between the features. It finds the features that strongly correlated
to class but uncorrelated to each other. CFS is proven as effective selection
method to boost learning algorithm efficiency (Chormunge and Jena, 2018).

2.4.1.2 Wrapper Type Feature Selection
Wrapper method involved training and testing phases to evaluate which feature
is meaningful. The wrapper approaches are good with precision because it
chooses the best features but come with price of computational complexity.
Sequential search is a heuristic based algorithm that find the features with the
highest classification accuracy when every new function is added. This search
is terminated when a new inserted feature does not improving selected feature
criterion (Dy and Brodley, 2004). Besides that, genetic algorithm (GA) is a
randomized approach which find the smaller set of features through the uses of
evolutionary biology technique. However, the generation and population size of
GA must be quite large to obtain an effective result.

2.4.1.3 Embedded Type Feature Selection
Embedded method is efficient because it integrates selection of features as part
of the training process and is typically unique to the learning algorithms
provided. Random forest is set of classifiers which use different samples of the
original data to construct a variety of decision trees and compute the importance
of each feature (Hira and Gillies, 2015). The feature of lowest importance may
be excluded out. Another method is Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection
Operator (LASSO) which builds a linear model that sets multiple feature
coefficients to zero and the non-zero ones is classified as chosen features.
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2.4.2

Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is general method that developing a transformation from
original features to a smaller set features while preserves most of relevant
information at the same time (Chumerin and Van Hulle, 2006). Unlike feature
selection, feature extraction produces new features through merging (Hira and
Gillies, 2015). As medical data sets commonly small and high dimensionality,
Li, Liu and Hu (2011) suggested feature extraction can improved analytical
efficiency after extracted the optimal subset. In similar view, Tran et al. (2014)
had proposed a framework for feature extraction which useful in risk prediction.

2.4.2.1

Linear Feature Extraction

According to Hira and Gillies (2015), data which transformed to lower
dimensional space through linear mapping was represented as linear feature
extraction. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is the most well-known linear
algorithm. It is proven as effective dimensionality reduction in medical data sets
(Polat and Güneş, 2007; 2008). PCA aims to detect the correlation between
variables and convert those data which have correlated features into linearly
uncorrelated. Covariance matrix or correlation matrix are used to compute the
covariance or correlation between two features. Based on eigen-decomposition,
the eigenvector and eigenvalue of covariance matrix can determine new feature
space directions and its magnitude. Most of the information about data set
distribution are carried by the eigenvectors with highest eigenvalues. Besides
that, eigenvalues can used to calculate the variance which determine total
features number along the new feature axes. In other words, PCA uses
covariance measure for redundancy minimisation and variance measure for
information maximization (Khalid, Khalil and Nasreen, 2014).
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is used widely in dimension
reduction which involving high-dimensional data. Its working principle is
subspace selection with maximum discriminant power. LDA maps the data onto
a lower-dimensional vector space in such a way that the ratio of the distance
between the class and the distance within the class is maximized and thus
maximizes discrimination. In past twenty years, LDA was developed and
applied as pre-processing step. De La Torre and Kanade (2006) had expressed
LDA in matrix factorization which more convenient to understand. As LDA has
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similar properties with K-means clustering, Ding and Li (2007) proposed LDA
used as subspace selection before K-means. This study shows high clustering
accuracy with this approach. However, LDA has singularity problem that affect
the its performance in certain applications. To solve this, an intermediate stage
by using PCA before LDA can be used. Besides that, two-dimensional LDA is
proposed to overcome limitation in classical LDA and thus improve efficiency
(Ye, Janardan and Li, 2005).

2.4.2.2

Non-Linear Feature Extraction

In real life, there may have non-linear relationship exits in linking variables.
These non-linear dependencies can increase the difficulty in correct
dimensionality reduction as many linear methods can fail to adequate identify
them (Krakovska et al., 2019).
In this case, the use of kernel function provides a powerful and
principled way of detecting non-linear relations (T. SenthilSelvi and R. Parimala,
2018). It is usually combined with linear algorithm. For example, Kernel
Principal Component Analysis (KPCA) maps the data into a high dimensional
feature space by using nonlinear mapping first then apply PCA to extract the
optimal feature subspace (Li, Liu and Hu, 2011). Jade et al. (2003) proved that
good performance of KPCA as features extraction and denoising method.
In fact, t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) is also a
popular method that used to map high dimensional data to only two or three
dimensions. It achieved the better visualization result compare to other nonparametric visualization methods (Van Der Maaten and Hinton, 2008).
Moreover, non-linear feature extraction can be accomplished by neural
network approach. The basic idea is using feedforward neural networks along
with single hidden layer as newly extracted feature (Motoda and Liu, 2002).
This neural network is initiated by one hidden unit and its predictive accuracy
is estimated. Then, the network is enhanced by adding additional units until it
fully connected. At this stage, irrelevant or redundant network will be removed.
In short, this approach is designed to find minimum number of hidden units that
contains most of the information. The hidden units represent features extracted
from original data set. Autoencoders and Self Organizing Map (SOM) are
examples of this (Hira and Gillies, 2015).
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2.5

Clustering Techniques

Data clustering defined as unsupervised classification which partition objects
into different groups without class labels. The primary objective of clustering is
to explore series of underlying patterns from natural grouping which useful for
anomalies detection (Oyelade et al., 2019). An efficient clustering should have
the maximum similarity for intra-cluster while minimum for inter-cluster. In
recent years, clustering is adopted as machine learning technique to identify
patterns of various diseases and develop risk predictive model for patients
(Álvarez et al., 2019). Although there are numerous studies available for
comparison of different clustering techniques, but it still lacks of empirical
result to decide which clustering approaches can obtain the most reliable and
accurate results (Saxena et al., 2017; Rodriguez et al., 2019). This is because
different approaches have its own strength in specific input data and
applications. The major types of clustering techniques that were summarised in
Figure 2.1.

K-means Clustering
Partitional Clustering
Fuzzy C-means
Clustering
Agglomerative
Clustering

Clustering Technique

Hierarchical
Clustering

Divisive Clustering

Density Based
Clustering

Enhance Herarchical
Clustering

Grid Based
Clustering
Model Based
Clustering
Figure 2.1: Types of Clustering Techniques.
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2.5.1

Partitional Clustering

Partition clustering is widely used technique due to its usability and easiness of
execution. Its working principle is decomposing objects of a dataset into
different clusters based on predefined objective function and improve iteratively
for partition efficiency until possible optimisation made (Saxena et al., 2017).

2.5.1.1 K-means Clustering
K-means clustering is popular algorithm among partitional approaches
(Valarmathy and Krishnaveni, 2019). This clustering algorithm requires defined
number of cluster (k) and centroid for each cluster. According distance to
centroid, each data point is initially associated with nearest cluster. New
centroid is computed based on associated data point and classification process
repeated until convergence criterion happen in new iteration. In fact, K-means
clustering applies the objective function of Sum Squared Error (SSE) which
measure of variation within a cluster. The SSE is decrease with each iteration
so that grouping can identified more correctly.
K-means clustering is simple and efficient method used in medical
diagnosis (Nithya, Duraiswamy and Gomathy, 2013). According to Escudero,
Zajicek and Ifeachor (2011), K-means clustering was applied to integrate
information from diverse variables into relevant disease pattern. To illustrate
this, Guo et al. (2017) divided participants into specific groups based on
diagnostic features and identified underlying risk factors with K-means analysis.
The performance of K-means clustering is affected by initial centroids
chosen and number of clusters. This is due to the final classification can rely
heavily on these factors. Therefore, several modifications or enhancement of
this algorithm are proposed. (K-means ++) initialization follows weighted
probability score to select the first centroid. Malarvizhi and Ravichandran (2018)
proposed that (K-means ++) had lesser computed time and better accuracy
compared with traditional K-means algorithm in clustering of medical datasets.
A similar view is held by Kalyani (2012) which stated enhanced K-means
algorithm achieved better performance.
Instead of K-means clustering, K-median and K-modes also can produce
reliable results according different scenario in dataset. Other than that,
Partitioning Around Medoid (PAM) creates cluster by making use of medoid.
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The obtained medoids are highly resistant to outliers and noise (Oyelade et al.,
2019). However, it is high cost algorithm compared with K-means clustering.

2.5.1.2 Fuzzy C-means Clustering
Hard assignment of cluster points is not feasible in complex datasets where
clusters overlap. To solve this, a fuzzy clustering algorithm can be used to
extract such overlapping structures. In fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering, the
membership of each point to multiple clusters may range from zero to one but
the weighted sum must be equal to one. Then, the membership and centroid are
updated after each iteration. In other words, this approach allows two or more
clusters have similar point at the same time. However, the objective of FCM
still same which find centroids that minimize a dissimilarity function.
Ramya (2018) had proposed disease prediction system by using FCM.
In this system, the membership degree is associated with the value of features
in clusters so that the cluster is not affected much by noise. Apart from that,
Rustempasic and Can (2013) reported combined FCM with pattern recognition
systems were useful in diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease. In addition, FCM
provides better result than hard-K-means algorithm to cluster thyroid gland data
(Albayrak and Amasyalı, 2003). All these shown that membership function can
improves the clustering performance especially in medical diagnosis system.

2.5.2

Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering creates a nested sequence of clusters. Different from
partitional clustering, predefined number of clusters is not required in
hierarchical clustering. This algorithm will decide the appropriate clusters or
groups in the end of process. This approach allows a more heuristic and robust
process for clustering data objects. Hierarchical clustering is an useful clustering
technique in medical domain (Nithya, Duraiswamy and Gomathy, 2013). This
technique will uncover trends using either a top-down or a bottom-up strategy.
Therefore, it can be categorised into agglomerative (bottom-up) and divisive
(top-down) clustering methods which illustrated in Figure 2.2 (Pawan, 2019).
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Figure 2. 2: Types of Hierarchical Clustering.

2.5.2.1 Agglomerative Clustering
Agglomerative clustering begins with a singleton cluster having just one data
object per cluster. All clusters are now uniquely depicted at the base of the
dendrogram. Then, the nearest cluster sets begin to merge at a time to create a
bottom-up cluster hierarchy. This process is terminated when final cluster which
contain all data objects achieved (Murtagh and Contreras, 2012).
Agglomerative clustering can further breakdown to three categories of
clustering based on linkages (Saxena et al., 2017). The first is a single-relation
clustering, the relation between the two clusters is created by a single entity pair.
The distance between two clusters in this clustering is measured by shortest
distance from either member of one group to any member of other group.
Complete link clustering tests the resemblance between two clusters as their
nearest dissimilar members are identical. It is similar as choosing the pair of
clusters whose merger has the smallest diameter. The last one is the clustering
of average-linkage also known as the form of minimal variance. Average
distance from either member of one cluster to any member of the other cluster
determines the distance between two clusters.

2.5.2.2 Divisive Clustering
On the other hand, divisive approaches begin with all the data entities in a large
macro-cluster and break it continually into two classes, creating a top-down
structure of clusters (Rodriguez et al., 2019). This approach has the benefit of
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being more powerful in contrast with agglomerative clustering particularly
when there is no need to produce a full hierarchy all the way down to the
individual leaves. However, there are several factors to affect the performance
of this algorithm. The primary factors are the splitting criterion and method used.
K-means square error standard may be used to get effective division here.
Selecting the cluster chosen to split might not be as relevant as the first two
reasons but selecting the most suitable cluster to split further while the aim is to
create a compact dendrogram may also be beneficial. An easy way of picking
the cluster to be further separated may be achieved by simply testing the cluster's
square errors and separating the one with the greater value. According to
Praveen and Rama (2018), divisive clustering algorithm by using the mean
value of objects provided good performance in numeric clustering.

2.5.2.3 Enhanced Hierarchical Clustering
The key shortcoming in conventional hierarchical clustering is that it cannot
pass inside a hierarchy of other clusters once two points of the cluster are
connected to each other. Therefore, some enhanced hierarchical clustering has
been proposed. COBWEB addresses the uncertainty associated with categorical
attributes in the clustering by means of a probabilistic model close to Naive
Bayes (Saxena et al., 2017). For this method, the dendrogram is sometimes
called a classification chain, and the nodes are called concepts. In addition, the
CHAMELEON method utilizes a graph-based partitioning algorithm to initially
organize the data entities into large amounts of small sub-clusters such that
items in each cluster are closely connected and therefore less influenced by
outliers (Praveen and Rama, 2018).

2.5.3

Density Based Clustering

Density based method is used to discover clusters of arbitrary shapes. Its
working principle is clustering the regions which have high point density and
separate out those with low density. In other words, this method relies on
distance and spatial location of data points. Therefore, it chooses the number of
clusters itself based on input data instead of defining it at the beginning.
Among density-based approaches, Density-based spatial clustering of
applications with noise (DBSCAN) is the most common used. DBSCAN
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requires two parameters which are epsilon (maximum distance from one point
to another point) and minPts (minimum number of neighbour points) (Mali,
Kulkarni and Bagade, 2017). Core points which have overlapping
neighbourhood are determined and form the skeleton of a cluster. Objects that
are not associated with cluster considered noise (Valarmathy and Krishnaveni,
2019). The cluster is expanding until all points in dataset were examined.
According to Daszykowski, Walczak and Massart (2004), DBSCAN
was efficient and had high computational speed for exploration of analytical
data. In similar view, Ogbuabor and F. N (2018) reported that DBSCAN had
good clustering performance in healthcare dataset. In recent years, some studies
have proposed the enhanced DBSCAN method can improve the its performance
(Kalyani, 2012; Tran, Drab and Daszykowski, 2013). Besides that, there is a
view suggested by Al-Shammari et al. (2019) which combined of Piece-wise
Aggregate Approximation (PAA) and DBSCAN can provide more efficient
clustering in medical data streams.

2.5.4

Grid Based Clustering

Grid based clustering creates grid structure and merge the grid cells to obtain
cluster. Statistical Information Grid-Based Clustering (STING) is one example
of this clustering method. Park and Lee (2004) illustrated the use of STING
algorithm for data stream. STING has low computational cost, but it requires
predefined density parameter which can affect the quality of clustering. Optimal
grid (OPTIFRID) is another method which the dataset is partitioned in a region
of low density (Oyelade et al., 2019). This approach is efficient for clustering
high dimensional databases with noise. Although grid-based clustering is well
known, there are still limited study show the use of this clustering algorithm in
medical domain.

2.5.5

Model Based Clustering

Model based clustering approaches optimize with certain mathematical models
as well as find the eligibility of the provided results. Similar to traditional
clustering, model-based clustering approaches often detect characteristic
information for each cluster, where each cluster reflects a category or group
(Saxena et al., 2017).
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A neural algorithm model-based clustering is self-organising map
(SOM). It is commonly used for feature extraction, visualisation and data
mining (Taşdemir and Merényi, 2009). SOM also same as other neural network
approach which involved training and mapping phases. Typically, it consists of
two-dimensional grid of map. Throughout the learning process, weight of
neuron is randomly initialised. Data points in the input space located near each
other are mapped to local map units. The training phase utilized competitive
learning. The neurons of the prototype compete for the recent example. The
winner is the neuron, whose weight vector is closest to the present case. The
champion and his neighbours learn by changing their weights. After numerous
iterations, SOM can success divide the input data into several clusters. These
mechanism is discussed detail in (Azzag and Lebbah, 2008). Besides that,
several studies have proposed enhancement for SOM technique (Kiang, 2001;
Kumar Roy and Mohan Pandey, 2018). Its application included image
processing, speech recognition and medical diagnosis (Hsu, 2006). According
to Markey et al. (2003), SOM can used for cluster analysis of breast cancer
database.

2.6

Clustering Validation Measures

The evaluation of validity and accuracy for generated partitions is important
step in cluster analysis (Rodriguez et al., 2019). Criteria used to calculate the
reliability of the partition may be classified as internal and external.
The internal validation indices are focused on compactness and
separation measure. It is important to determine how similarly each instance
relates to the cluster and how far the cluster is isolated from the other clusters.
Similarity of points in same cluster delivers the most critical purpose in this case.
Often clustering techniques are using distance calculations to determine the
similarity (Saxena et al., 2017). Examples of distance measures included
Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance and Jaccard distance. Apart from this,
Cosine measure and Pearson correlation measure can also be used (Mali,
Kulkarni and Bagade, 2017). Different measures may give different outcomes,
so it is better to understand the mechanism of each methods before selection.,
Silhouette analysis and Davies-Bouldin criteria are the popular internal
validation methods. Silhouette analysis measures on the distance of each point
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within the cluster to points in neighbouring cluster. Davies-Bouldin criteria
measures the interclass to intraclass distance ratio.
On the other hand, external validity indices calculate the consistency
between the performance of the cluster algorithm and the proper partitioning of
the dataset. The Jaccard index is a well-known technique to define the
equivalence of the two datasets (Mali, Kulkarni and Bagade, 2017). In addition,
the Rand Index is a basic metric used to measure how close clusters are to the
standard classifications.

2.7

Summary

To conclude this chapter, the main risk factors were identified throughout
literature reviews. Gait and balance, muscle strength, cardiovascular disorder,
cognitive impairment and demographic factors are proved to have strong
correlation with fall among older people. The other risk factors such as fall
history, fear of falling and visual impairment was not directly linked with fall
but interact with major factors hence increase the fall risk. Besides that, various
assessment tools for each fall risk factor were discussed. Choosing the right
assessment tool is important for identification of actual fall risk. In general,
current fall risk assessment likes HFRM II, MFS and STRATIFY can provide
fast yet reliable results based on same situations. However, the accuracy may
not there because the diagnosis symptoms can be different as time pass and some
important features might not include in such assessment. Therefore, feature
selection, feature extraction and clustering techniques are identified to develop
a machine learning algorithms for fall risk assessment in older people.
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CHAPTER 3

3 METHODOLOGY AND WORK PLAN

3.1

Introduction

In order to complete this project, the related information was collected through
background study and literature review. Some appropriate dimensional
reduction techniques and clustering techniques were identified and tested. After
this, the clustering algorithm included stages of data pre-processing, feature
selection, feature extraction, clustering and characteristic interpretation was
constructed based on the selected techniques. This algorithm was evaluated and
enhanced to achieve the objective of this project. In this chapter, the
methodology is discussed in detail.

3.2

Equipment

This project only involved software equipment. It included:
i.

Spyder (Anaconda) software (Released 2019. Version 3.3.6.)

ii.

Statistical Package of Social Sciences (SPSS) software (IBM Corp.
Released 2018. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 20.0.
Armonk, NY: IBM Corp)
Spyder is powerful integrated development environment (IDE) written in

Python. The Python version used here was Version 3.6. Python offered
advanced development tools in data exploration and visualization. The
algorithm was developed in Spyder. Apart from that, a large and complex data
set can quickly understand with advanced statistical procedures in SPSS
software. SPSS was used for statistical analysis on the generated result.

3.3

Proposed Clustering Algorithm

The overview of clustering algorithm was proposed in Figure 3.1. It consists of
several stages. At the first stage, the input dataset was imported and analysed.
In the data pre-processing stage, the algorithm was handling the missing data
inside the dataset and categorized data into different category. Normality testing
was used to examine the data distribution of numerical variables. Feature
selection was conducted in sequential order. Hypothesis testing (Independent T-
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test, Mann-Whitney U test or Chi-squared test) was performed on all variables.
Next, correlation filter (Spearman correlation and Cramer V correlation) was
applied on those significant variables. Then, the feature importance of the
selected variables was computed. After feature selection, principal component
analysis (PCA) and t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE) were
applied to transform the chosen data into lower dimensional space. In clustering
stage, K-means, Hierarchical and Fuzzy C-means clustering were implemented
for each transformed data. The performance of each combination was evaluated
through cluster analysis. The fall risk and characteristic of each clustered group
was analysed in the last stage of algorithm.

Figure 3.1: Overview for Proposed Clustering Algorithm.
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3.3.1

Input Data

The study dataset is obtained from Malaysian Elders Longitudinal Research
(MELoR). The aim of MELoR study is to investigate various aging effects
including prevalence of falls towards older people population. This study
involved participants who were community-dwelling older Malaysians and aged
fifty-five and above. Individuals are selected if the inclusion criteria are met and
informed consent is obtained. The data are collected from questionnaire
interview in phase one then assessments in phase two.
The questionnaire is developed by a panel of experts from different
areas. It is conducted as home-based interview through computer-aided platform.
Participants are interviewed by interviewers. They are required to provide their
basic demographic data, fall history and medication history. If the participant
himself is unable to answer specific question, his relatives are asked to provide
the relevant information. All the answers are double confirmed with
participant’s relatives before recorded down.
In phase two, participants are required to attend at University of Malaya
Medical Centre to conduct both physiological and medical assessments. Basic
anthropometry included standing height, weight, waist and hip circumference
are measured by appropriate measurements. The Jamar Plus + digital hand
dynamometer (Sammons Preston, Illinois, USA) is used to measure hand grip
strength. As for gait and balance, three tests are conducted in standard
procedures. It included TUG test, frailty walk test and functional reach. Apart
from that, cardiovascular autonomic reflexes are measured by Active Standing
test with continuous beat-to-beat blood pressure monitored. Montreal Cognitive
Assessment (MoCA) also conducted in questionnaire to screen for cognitive
impairment based on the score.
All these procedures were following operating standard to ensure
consistency. Fallers are identified in question “Have you fallen in the past 12
months?”. Again, the relative will requested to assist in such question if the
participant found difficulty to provide reliable answer.
In overall, the study has recruited a total of one thousand four hundred
eleven community-dwelling older people, who underwent a comprehensive
interview and clinical assessment (one hundred and thirty-nine variables related
to falls were extracted).
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3.3.2

Data Pre-processing Methods

Input dataset contains huge number of rows and columns (1411 subjects x 139
variables). Data pre-processing was used to transform the raw data into
understandable and accessible format. It included missing data handling, feature
categorization and normality testing.

3.3.2.1 Missing Data Handling
Missing data are common in medical dataset. To illustrate this, people who did
not complete blood pressure measurement cannot provide the blood pressure
record. The missing data are reducing

the statistical power and

representativeness of the dataset. The approach chosen in this case was
excluding those missing data and analysed the remaining data. The data are
either excluded in rows or columns (Jason, 2017). Before the stage of feature
selection, the percentage of missing data in each variable (column) was
identified. If the percentage of missing ratio was exceeding the threshold (10%),
such variable was excluded first. Then, the subject (row) that contained one or
more missing data in selected variable was excluded after feature selection. This
is to avoid large data being excluded due to those irrelevant variables.

3.3.2.2 Feature Categorization
There are different types of data included categorical and numerical data.
Categorical variable contains defined set of values while numerical variable
contains continuous or integer values. The univariate feature selection methods
are different when deal with categorical or numerical data (Jason, 2019).
Therefore, feature categorization step was used to classify the type of data so
the feature selection method can be applied based on each type of data.
Besides that, some of variables may contain only basic information such
as name and ID. Therefore, it was also used to filter out those irrelevant
variables before subsequent stage. However, this step is based on the domain
knowledge.

3.3.2.3 Normality Testing
Shapiro-Wilk test was used to examine the normality of continuous variables.
The null hypothesis is stating the data is in normal distribution. The variable is
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indicated as non-normally distributed if this test rejects the null hypothesis (the
computed p-value is less than 0.05) (Jason, 2018). The test was implemented
with 95% confidence. On the other hand, passing the normality test (the
computed p-value is more than 0.05) shows that no major deviation from
normality has been detected. This normality testing was assisted with histogram
plot. It is one of graphical method that used to evaluate whether the distribution
follow familiar bell shape. The variable was classified to normal distribution if
bell shape is observed.

3.3.3

Feature Selection Methods

Feature selection was conducted to select the relevant variables from original
dataset. It was conducted through hypothesis testing (Independent T-test, MannWhitney U test or Chi-square test), high correlation filter (Spearman correlation
and Cramer V correlation) and feature importance (random forest classifier) in
sequential order.

3.3.3.1 Hypothesis Testing
The variable that can identify between fallers and non-fallers was considered as
important variable. Therefore, hypothesis testing was performed on all variables
to evaluate the difference between fallers and non-fallers. To illustrate this, it
tests whether fallers have older age compare to non-fallers. If the result obtained
was positive, age was an important variable. Independent T-test is commonly
used to assess whether two unrelated groups are statistically different from each
other, provide the data is normal distributed as shown in Figure 3.2 (Vadim
Uvarov, 2018).

Figure 3.2: Probability Density Function of T-test.
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A null hypothesis was stated that there is no difference between two
measured variables. The probability to accept or reject hypothesis is depend on
p-value. Assume that (significance level α=0.05), p-value obtained which less
than α indicates the null hypothesis rejected, there are difference between two
groups. In order to implement T-test, the variables were selected as test variables.
After computation, the output significant value was used to compare with
significance level, α. If it was less than significance level, such variable was
significant variable and hence keep for subsequent stages. On the other hand,
the variable was excluded to reduce the dimensionality as it cannot identify
between faller and non-faller.
The Mann-Whitney U test was performed same function as independent
T-test but for the not normally distributed variable (Jason, 2018). The feature
selection was conducted with Mann-Whitney U test if such variable fail
Shapiro-Wilk test. As for categorical variable, Chi-squared test for
independence was applied (Bedre, 2019).

3.3.3.2 High Correlation Filter
The correlation method was conducted by Spearman correlation. The Spearman
correlation coefficient calculates the linear relationship between variables. The
value of the coefficient ranges between -1 and +1, where there is no association
at 0. Correlations approach to -1 or +1 suggested a very good linear association.
Besides that, coefficient of -0.5 or +0.5 represents a moderate correlation. The
heatmap was constructed to visualise the correlation among the variables.
If the variable had high correlation (above coefficient of -0.8 or +0.8)
with another variable, only one variable will be selected (Shetye, 2019). Cramer
V correlation was conducted for the categorical variables.

3.3.3.3 Feature Importance
Feature importance is a technique that used to assign scores to input variable in
a predictive model. The score indicates the relative importance of each variable
when conducting prediction. Thus, the most relevant variable has the highest
relative score and hence should be remained. On the other hand, the variable
which has lower score is removed because it is not much important toward the
model.
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The random forest classifier is a meta estimator that applies a variety of
decision tree classifiers to different sub-samples of the dataset and uses
averaging to improve predictive precision and control over-fitting. In this case,
it was used as predictive model. The input variables were fit into random forest
classifier. Then, the importance score for each variable was observed. The
variables with higher score were chosen for subsequent stage (Shaikh, 2018).

3.3.4

Feature Extraction Methods

Feature extraction included PCA and t-SNE transformed the input data to more
manageable dimensional space for processing. Before this, all the selected
variables from feature selection stage were standardized within a specific range
to prevent variable from large domain dominates. Z-score standardization was
used to transform the data into distribution which has mean of zero and standard
deviation of one (Goyal,2020). It was computed through equation 3.1.

X new =

x−



(3.1)

where
x = original attribute
µ = mean before standardization
σ = standard deviation before standardization

3.3.4.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
The basic idea of PCA is linear transformation from input space to another
dimensional space. The coordinates of data in the new space are uncorrelated
and have maximum variance. It preserved only small number of attribute
(Shihab, 2004).
The covariance matrix was obtained through equation 3.2. The
covariance matrix describes the association between the variables in the data set.
It is important to recognize highly dependent variables as they contain bias and
repetitive information. Besides that, covariance matrix consists of both
eigenvector and eigenvalue were computed. The eigenvectors are used to
classify and calculate the principal components. Eigenvalue describes the
magnitude of respective eigenvector. After computing all the principal
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components, it was sorted in descending order from highest to lowest eigenvalue.
Only predefined number of eigenvectors with respective eigenvalue were
chosen as it already contained most of the information (Gursewak.S, 2020). The
PCA steps were summarised in Figure 3.3.

Cov( x, y) =
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where
N = number of samples in class
−

x = mean vector of input data
Calcualte the covarience matrix for the features

Calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the
covariance matrix
Sort
eigenvalues
eigenvectors

and

their

corresponding

Pick k number of eigenvalues and form a matrix of
eigenvectors

Transform the original matrix

Figure 3.3: Steps Involved in PCA Feature Extraction.

3.3.4.2 t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE)
t-SNE algorithm works by estimating the probability of similarity of points in
high dimensional space. Then, it tries to recreate the similar probability
distribution at low dimensional space (Pathak,2018).
The similarity of points was determined as the conditional probability
that point A will select point B as its neighbour if neighbours were selected in
proportion to their probability density under the Gaussian (normal distribution)
centred at A. Then, t-SNE attempt to minimises the difference between
similarities in higher dimensional and lower-dimensional space. KullbackLeibler divergence is a calculation of how the distribution of probability varies
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from the predicted distribution of probability. In other words, t-SNE minimize
the divergence between both distributions. After this, those data were recreated
in lower dimensional space. The t-SNE steps were summarised in Figure 3.4.
The hyperparameter of perplexity was described the effective number
of neighbours for any point. Alteration of this parameter will provide different
results. Therefore, several testing were conducted to find the most suitable
perplexity for this dataset.

Calcualte the probability of similarity of
points in high demensional space
Minimize
the
difference
between
similarities in higher dimensional and lower
dimensional space
Recreate the desire probability distribution
in lower dimensional space

Figure 3.4: Steps Involved in t-SNE Feature Extraction.

3.3.5

Clustering Methods

The clustering methods were included K-means clustering, hierarchical
clustering, and Fuzzy C-means clustering. Different clustering methods may
provide different results in different dataset.

3.3.5.1 K-means Clustering
K-means clustering is one of partition methods. It required the number of
clusters before the algorithm applied (Ogbuabor and F. N, 2018). Elbow method
and Silhouette coefficient were used to evaluate the suitable number of cluster.
K-means clustering was chosen because it is simple to implement. First, the
centroid of each cluster was set randomly. Then, each data point was allocated
to closest centroids. Euclidean distance as equation 3.3 was used to calculate the
distance between points and centroid. The cluster centroids were recomputing
when new data points were inserted. These steps were kept iterating until
convergence was observed. The steps for this clustering algorithm was
summarised in Figure 3.5.
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d x, y =

(x1 − y1 )2 + (x2 − y2 )2

(3.3)

where
x = position of data point
y = position of centroid

Figure 3.5: Flow Chart for K-means Clustering Algorithm.

3.3.5.2 Hierarchical Clustering
Agglomerative clustering which using bottom-up approach was used. At
beginning, each data point was considered as one single cluster. Then, the
closest data clusters were start merging each other. This step was repeated until
the final cluster which contain all data points was formed (Malik, 2018). The
steps for agglomerative clustering algorithm was summarised in Figure 3.6.
The dendrograms were used to illustrate the number of clusters formed
in different Euclidean distance. The number of clusters can be determined by
defining the minimum distance required to be a separate cluster. Besides that,
the criterion for choosing the pair of clusters to merge was chosen as ward
method. It minimizes the total within-cluster variance.
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Figure 3.6: Flow Chart for Agglomerative Clustering Algorithm.

3.3.5.3 Fuzzy C-mean Clustering
The Fuzzy C-mean clustering is like K-means clustering but each data point has
different membership coefficient of several clusters (Kemal, 2018). The
membership coefficient is varying from zero to one. To conduct Fuzzy C-mean
clustering, the number of clusters were required to define. The coefficients were
assigned randomly to each data point for being in the clusters. The centroid of
each cluster was determined. Then, the coefficient of each data point of being
in the cluster was computed. These steps were repeated until maximum number
of iterations was achieved. The steps were summarised in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Flow Chart for Fuzzy C-means Clustering Algorithm.
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3.3.6

Cluster Evaluation Methods

The purpose of evaluation is to examine how well the clustered results obtained
from different clustering methods. This evaluation checks whether the cluster is
well-separated from the other clusters (Malarvizhi and Ravichandran, 2018). In
this case, external clustering validation was not applied because no true class
label existed in this dataset. Only internal clustering validation included range,
Silhouette Coefficient and Davies Bouldin score were computed.

3.3.6.1 Range
The range is referring to maximum cluster size difference among the generated
cluster. This was obtained by subtracting the number of data point between
largest and smallest generated cluster. Lower value of the range is desired
because it indicates all the clusters have almost similar number of data points.
Therefore, the clusters are more balance with each other. The information
retrieved from such cluster is more accurate and valuable.

3.3.6.2 Silhouette Coefficient
Silhouette coefficient was used to analyse and appreciate the difference between
the resulting clusters. This method can determine how similar of each entity in
a cluster is to entity in another cluster. The silhouette value is between - 1 and
+ 1. The value of + 1 implies the right clustering of objects, while the value of
- 1 means that items are not correctly clustered (Ogbuabor and F. N, 2018).
In order to obtain the silhouette value, the mean intra cluster distance was
calculated. After this, the nearest cluster distance from next closest cluster was
obtained. The metrics then were used to compute the silhouette value by
equation 3.4. The clustering performance was evaluated by the value.

Si =

(bi − ai )
max( ai , bi )

where
a = average dissimilarity inside cluster
b = average dissimilarity to neighbour cluster

(3.4)
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3.3.6.3 Davies Bouldin Score
The score is defined as each cluster’s average similarity measure with its most
similar cluster, where similarity is the ratio between within-cluster distances and
between-cluster distances. Therefore, clusters that are more distant and less
dispersed will result in a higher score. The minimum score is zero and better
clustering result will indicate a lower value. The score was computed by using
the equation 3.5 (Drakos, 2020).

Dij =

(d i − d j )
d ij

(3.5)

where
di = average distance between every data point in cluster i and its centroid
dj = average distance between every data point in cluster j and its centroid
dij = Euclidean distance between the centroids of the two clusters

3.3.7

Characteristic Interpretation

The fall risk was calculated for each clustered group by dividing the number of
fallers to total number of faller and non-faller within the group. The odd ratio
(OR) was also computed by dividing the group fall risk to overall fall risk.
Besides that, the characteristic of each group was indicated by computing the
mean and standard deviation of each selected variable. The median and
interquartile range were computed if the variable was not normally distributed.
After this, SPSS software was used to conduct Kruskal-Wallis H test
and Dunn’s test. Kruskal-Wallis H test is a multiple comparison test to evaluate
whether there is a difference between groups. The null hypothesis states that
there is no difference between group. If the obtained p-value is less than 0.05,
the null hypothesis was rejected. Then, Dunn’s test was used as post-hoc test to
perform multiple pairwise comparison. The procedure is similar as Kruskal test.

3.4

Project Planning

A meticulous plan was developed by considering resources and time. This
project had not involved any cost because only software was used. Figure 3.8
shows the Gantt chart for this project. All the tasks were conducted successfully
and completed on timeline as shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.8: FYP Gantt Chart
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Figure 3.9: FYP Project Timeline.

3.5

Problems Encountered and Solutions

There were some problems encountered when completing this project. First,
there is no best way to deal with missing data. The two common ways in this
case are exclusion and imputation. In imputation method, the missing value can
be replaced by mean or median. However, those imputed values are predicted
from other values in dataset. This can cause the clustering result to be biased
because of misleading data point. Therefore, exclusion method was chosen.
although a portion of data were removed. The missing ratio in this dataset was
small so it still offers a complete and true data for clustering.
Besides that, the distribution of data for some variables are not normal.
Some of the statistical test such as ANOVA and independent T-test required the
normality assumption. To deal with this problem, non-parametric tests (MannWhitney U test, Spearman correlation and Kruskal-Wallis H Test) were
introduced. It is distribution-free tests and assess the group median instead of
group means. In other word, it doesn’t assume data follow a specific distribution.
Moreover, the number of variables related to cardiovascular variability
are huge in this dataset. Most of them are carry similar information but in
different representation. This may cause redundant information. Therefore,
random forest classifier model was used to evaluate the feature importance of
each variable. The variable that have highest relative score was chosen for
further process.
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The data maybe non-linear due to the variables. It will affect the
performance of methods like PCA that required linearity of data. To solve this,
t-SNE which is non-linear method was conducted. The difference between the
result of PCA and t-SNE were analysed.

3.6

Summary

The software used here were Spyder and SPSS software. The relevant
information regarding the input dataset was discussed. A clustering algorithm
included data pre-processing, feature selection, feature extraction, clustering
techniques and characteristic interpretation was proposed. Missing data
handling, feature categorization and normality testing were implemented in data
pre-processing. Hypothesis testing, high correlation filter and feature
importance were chosen as feature selection methods while PCA and t-SNE
were used for feature extraction. Furthermore, K-means clustering, Hierarchical
(Agglomerative) clustering and Fuzzy c-means clustering were selected as
clustering methods. Relevant steps and flow charts were explained in detail.
Besides that, Gantt chart and project timeline were included to illustrate the
planned tasks. In last section, the encountered problem and proposed solutions
were discussed.
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CHAPTER 4

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1

Introduction

This chapter was presenting and discussing the results obtained by proposed fall
risk algorithm. It consists of several parts included data pre-processing, feature
selection, feature extraction, clustering and characteristic interpretation.

4.2

Data Pre-processing

The original dataset which consists of one thousand four hundred eleven
subjects and one hundred and thirty-nine variables were loaded into Pandas
DataFrame as shown in Figure 4.1. The target variable ‘Fall_questionnaire’
which indicates the identity of faller or non-faller was removed from data frame.
On the other hand, a new variable that represents the dominant hand grip
strength of subject was inserted. Besides that, all the zero-value inside data
frame was replace to NaN (missing data representation).
The new variable is suggested to be included because there is difference
of manipulation speed between dominant hand and non-dominant hands (Cary
and Dipcot, 2003). According to the research, it stated that non-dominant hand
was manipulated objects slower compared to dominant hand. In addition,
Petersen et al. (1989) reported that dominant hand grip strength of right-handed
person was 10% stronger compared to non-dominant hand. As for zero-value, it
could affect the result of statistical analysis. Therefore, replace it to NaN value
can ensure the reliability of arithmetic result regardless of the operation.

Figure 4.1: Summary of Data Set (1411 Subjects, 139 Variables).
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4.2.1

Missing Data Handling

The missing value percentage was computed for all variables. From the result
obtained, 133 out of 139 variables had missing data with different percentages.
Among of them, the variables ‘TBRSSt’ and ‘R_TBRS’ had missing data that
exceed 10% so it was removed out from data frame.
Bennett (2001) reported that analysis was likely to bias when the
percentage of missing data was above 10%. The statistical result determined by
such variable may not be correctly estimated. Therefore, 10% was set as
threshold in this case. For those variables that having lower percentage of
missing data, it can still be analysed after dropping those subject with missing
data.

4.2.2

Feature Categorization

The remaining variables were classified into informative, numerical and
categorical group. The informative group consists of five variable which
described the ID in MATLAB, dominant hand used, report of clinical falls,
condition of continuous blood pressure and MoCA questionnaire language.
There were only variables ‘Gender’ and ‘Ethnicity’ for the categorical group,
whereas one hundred and thirty variables were categorised into numerical group.
The numerical group was further classified into cardiovascular group (systolic
blood pressure variability, RR variability, etc.) and common group (age, height,
etc.). The numbers of cardiovascular variables were one hundred and sixteen
whereas the numbers of common variables were only fourteen.
Informative variables are irrelevant with fall risk analysis. It is
subjective and challenging to be evaluated especially for comparison. Therefore,
it should manually be filtered out because only provides information instead of
valuable metrics. Besides that, cardiovascular variables occupy almost 89%
among of the numerical variables. Although the numbers of cardiovascular
variables are huge, most of it are representing similar feature but in different
method of computation. To illustrate this, ‘SBP_SDsp’ and ‘SBP_CVsp’ are
computing systolic blood pressure variation but one with standard deviation and
another one with coefficient of variation. On the other hand, the number of
common and categorical variables are lower but all of it are unique in this data
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set. In short, this stage simplifies the dataset into understandable categories so
the further steps can be implemented based on each category.

Original
Variable
(139)

Variable after
Missing
Value
Handling
(137)

Informative
Variable (5)
Numerical
Variable
(130)

Cardiovascular
Variable (116)

Categorical
Variable (2)

Common
Variable (14)

Figure 4.2: Number and Category of Variables.

4.2.3

Normality Testing

The result of Shapiro–Wilk test indicated only one variable, ‘DBP_sp’ had
normal distribution. All other numeric variables had failed this normality test.
Apart from normality test, histogram also used to check the distribution
of data. However, the graphical methods may not enough to provide conclusive
evidence compare to normality test (Razali and Wah, 2011). Among all
normality tests, Razali and Wah (2011) reported that Shapiro-Wilk test had the
best performance. Park (2016) also recommended this test when sample size
was less than two thousand. Therefore, Shapiro-Wilk test is the most suitable
normality testing method in this data set.
The causes for non-normality are including outliers and underlying
distribution. The presence of outliers will lead the data to skew. In this dataset,
most of the variables such as height and hand grip strength do not have defined
ranges, so the large percentage of outliers are an issue. There may also situation
like multiple normal distribution combined to multimodal distribution. In this
case, some variables have significant difference between faller and non-faller
group so it may cause the data to give the appearance of bimodal data.
There is difference between measurements in normally distributed and
non-normally distributed variables as shown in Table 4.1. Therefore, all
variables except ‘DBP_sp’ were analysed by median, interquartile range and
non-parametric test in further stages.
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Table 4.1: Measurements Between Normally and Non-Normally
Distributed Data.
Data
Measurement
Measure of
Central Tendency
Measure of Spread
of Data
Statistical Analysis

4.3

Normally Distributed

Non-Normally
Distributed

Mean

Median

Standard Deviation

Interquartile Range

Parametric
(Independent T-test,
ANOVA test, Pearson
Correlation)

Nonparametric
(Mann-Whitney test,
Kruskal-Wallis test,
Spearman Correlation)

Feature Selection

After data pre-processing, the number of variables at this stage were one
hundred and thirty-two. In order to eliminate the duplication in cardiovascular
group, only the most representative or relevant variable among systolic blood
pressure (SBP) variables, diastolic blood pressure (DBP) variables and RR
interval (RR) variables will be chosen. In other words, only three out of one
hundred and sixteen cardiovascular variables were selected in the end. As for
common variables, it will be selected if pass all three feature selection methods.

4.3.1

Hypothesis Testing

The hypothesis test consists of independent T-test (for normal distributed
numeric variables), Mann-Whitney test (for non-normal distributed numeric
variables) and Chi-squared test (for categorical variables). After these tests, the
number of common variables had reduced from fourteen to nine whereas the
number of cardiovascular variables had reduced from one hundred and sixteen
to forty-seven. Apart from that, the number of categorical variables were
remained as two.
Hypothesis tests are used to determine the variable that have
significance difference between faller group and non-faller group. By analysing
the selected variables, the characteristic between faller and non-faller groups
can be compared. This result has 95% level of confidence because the alpha
value was set to 0.05.
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4.3.2

High Correlation Filter

The correlation test consists of Spearman correlation (for numerical variables)
and Cramer V (for categorical variables). After this test, the number of common
variables had decreased from nine to only six. According to Figure 4.3, the
variable

‘Dominant_Hand_grip’

were

strongly

correlated

with

‘RightHandAverage’ and ‘LeftHandAverage’. Besides that, variable ‘TUGs’
was

strongly

correlated

with

‘Frailty15ft’.

Therefore,

variables

‘RightHandAverage’, ‘LeftHandAverage’ and ‘Frailty15ft’ were filtered out.
Number of categorical variables remained as two after Cramer V correlation test.
The threshold set is 0.8 and any value above is considering as strongly
correlated. Those strongly correlated variables are redundant so keep only one
of them is enough (Molala,2019). Dominant hand grip strength and TUG test
are supported by literature review, so it was preferable. This test is not
conducted for cardiovascular variables because those variables are very similar
with each other.

Figure 4.3: Heat Map for Correlation Test.

4.3.3

Feature Importance

The feature importance method was used to select the top representation for
cardiovascular variables. Before this, the forty-seven cardiovascular variables
were grouped into ‘SBP’, ‘DBP’ and ‘RR’ group. The feature importance of all
‘RR’ variables were computed. According to Figure 4.4 (left), ‘RR_SSR_ARV’
(standing to supine ratio of RR variability computed in average real variability)
had the highest relative score. Thus, the similar representation was also chosen
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for ‘SBP’ and ‘DBP’ variable which were ‘SBP_SSR_ARV’ and
‘DBP_SSR_ARV’.
After combined the three selected cardiovascular variables and other
eight selected variables after correlation filter, the feature importance of each
variable was computed again. According to Figure 4.4 (right), the variable
‘Gender’ and ‘Ethnicity’ had the value less than threshold (0.05) so it was
filtered out.
The scores of input variables in a predictive model shows its relative
importance when making prediction. The random forest classifier was chosen
as predictive model because it provides the method of mean decrease impurity.
Gini impurity is measuring probability of incorrect classification for training
data set. Random forest classifier computed the impurity decreased from each
variable and rank them according to this. The relative scores can highlight the
most relevant cardiovascular variable (highest score). Also, it acts as final
interpretation to examine which variable should be included. After dropping the
variable ‘Gender’ and ‘Ethnicity’, the remaining variables still can achieve
95.39% cumulative importance. Therefore, these two variables considered as
low importance features.

Figure 4.4: Feature Importance for Cardiovascular Variables in ‘RR’
Group (Left) and Selected Variables after Combining Cardiovascular and
Common Variables (Right)

4.3.4

Discussion of Feature Selection Methods

As summarised in Table 4.2, the hypothesis testing methods are successfully
reducing one hundred and thirty-two variables to only fifty-eight variables,
followed by correlation method (fifty-five variables) then feature importance
method (nine variables). In comparison, the filter methods (hypothesis testing
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and correlation method) is less computationally expensive than embedded
method (feature importance method) (Shetye, 2019). Therefore, the filter
methods were used to exclude those irrelevant variables first. The embedded
method was then applied when the number of variables were lesser. The result
obtained from this combination was satisfied.
The final selected variables were carrying most of the information from
original full variables. It reduces the algorithm complexity and noise caused by
misleading data. Furthermore, most of the selected variables are major fall risk
factors that identified previously in Literature Review. Thus, the relationship
between these variables and fall risk can be discovered.

Table 4.2: Number of Variables After Each Stage in Feature Selection.

4.4

Stage

Number of Variables

After Pre-processing

132

After Hypothesis Testing

58

After Correlation Filter

55

After Feature Importance

9

Feature Extraction

The nine selected variables were further proceeded to this stage. In order to
ensure the accuracy of dataset, all the subjects that contain missing data in
selected variables were removed. Instead of one thousand four hundred eleven
subjects, one thousand two hundred seventy-nine subjects were remained. The
missing ratio was 9.36% which less than 10% so it still can be accepted.
Besides that, all the variables were standardized so it had centred around
zero with standard deviation of one. This is important when comparing different
variables in different units. Without this step, the variables with large unit may
dominate and mislead the result of feature extraction. Figure 4.5 indicated the
data after Z-score standardization. Although the data were rescaled, the
distribution of data doesn’t change after this (González, 2018).
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Figure 4.5: Summary of Data Set after Z-score standardization (1279
Subjects, 9 Variables).

4.4.1

Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA was conducted by Scikit-Learn python built in library. The parameter was
set as default. All nine variables were computed as principal components. The
variance caused by each component were illustrated at Figure 4.6. According to
result, the first to ninth principal component was representing 28.25%, 14.33%,
12.73%, 10.52%, 9.49%, 8.24%, 6.52%, 5.87% and 4.05%. In order to obtain at
least 60% variance ratio, first four components (65.83% cumulative variance)
were chosen. The scatter plot of data point based on first two principal
components was shown in Figure 4.7.
The criteria for choosing number of principal components are
performance and cumulative variance ratio. The general rule of thumb is to take
the number of key components that lead to significant variance and ignore those
with declining variance returns (Malik, 2018). In this case, the variance ratio is
decreasing along the components. However, the change of variance ratio is
small after second principal components. It doesn’t show component with
diminishing variance. As for performance, the accuracy is similar although
number of chosen principal components are changing. In other words, increase
number of components doesn’t improve the accuracy of classifier. According to
Hair et al (2012), it reported that the appropriate variance explained for the
model to be valid in factor analysis was 60%. Therefore, 60% is set as threshold
to decide the number of principal components.
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Figure 4.6: The Variance Ratio Explained by Each Principal Components
(Left) and Total Explained Variance by Number of Principal Components
(Right).

Figure 4.7: 2D Representation of 1st and 2nd Principal Components.

4.4.2

t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE)

t-SNE was used to create two-dimensional representation from original nine
dimensions. In t-SNE, tuneable parameters have complex effect on the
generated result. After several run, the parameters were set as perplexity (180),
early exaggeration factor (12), learning rate (200). The scatterplot for the result
was shown in Figure 4.8 (right).
The perplexity describes the effective number of neighbours that used
to compute defined structure of clusters. Larger perplexities contribute to largest
nearest neighbours and less sensitive to small structures. In contrary, a lower
perplexity perceives a smaller number of neighbours and hence neglects more
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global information in favour of the local neighbourhood. When the size of data
set is larger, more points are necessary to accomplish a reasonable sampling of
the local area, and thus greater perplexities may be expected (Scikit Learn,
2014). As indicated in Figure 4.8 (left), local variations are dominate with only
perplexity of ten. In comparison, perplexity of one hundred and eighty loses
some fine detail but retain larger and meaningful structure together.
Other than perplexity parameter, the early exaggeration factor handles
how close natural structures are in the original space and how much gap is
between them. The distance between existing clusters would be greater in the
embedded area if larger values are provided. Apart from that, most points are
clustered in a compact cloud of little outliers if the learning rate is set too small.
In short, t-SNE is stochastic method that will produce different results based on
hyperparameters (Wattenberg et al., 2016). In this case, the selected
hyperparameters can extract the pattern inside data according to similarities of
data points.

Figure 4.8: 2D Representation for t-SNE with Perplexity 10 (Left) and 180
(Right).

4.4.3

Discussion of Feature Extraction Methods

PCA is a linear feature extraction method that aims to optimize variation and
maintains large pairwise distances. Data points that different from original data
set will far away from each other after PCA transformation. However, data set
may have the manifold structure instead of linear. In this case, PCA may not be
able to interpret the data efficiently. From the result obtained, the variance ratio
is not significant decrease after second principal component. All this may due
to the nonlinearity of data set.
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Unlike PCA, t-SNE achieves a better visualization result which the data
points are spread evenly. The data points of faller are concentrated at one side.
This may because t-SNE is a nonlinear technique that preserve local similarities.
Linear dimensional reduction relies on putting dissimilar data points further
away in a lower dimensional representation. Nevertheless, in order to illustrate
high-dimensional data on low-dimensional, non-linear manifolds, it is important
that similar data points be expressed close together, which is something t-SNE
does not PCA.
Other than linearity, there are some key differences between PCA and
t-SNE. To illustrate this, PCA is mathematical technique that look for axis that
explain highest variance but t-SNE is probabilistic method that attempt to
minimize the divergence between distribution. t-SNE is computationally
expensive as it may take longer time than PCA, especially for large data size
(Jaju, 2017).
In fact, t-SNE can work with both linear or nonlinear data sets and
produces meaningful clustering (Bedre, 2020). Balamural and Melkumyan
(2016) reported that t-SNE can retained local structure and revealed the global
structure such as presence of clusters. This shown that t-SNE can work with
clustering algorithm to produce a better result. Derksen (2016) reported that
constructed PCA before t-SNE was able to improve the result when the number
of variables were more than fifty. However, this method is not implemented
here because the number of variables in this case have only nine.
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4.5

Clustering Algorithm

After feature extraction, the data were successfully transformed to two
dimensional for t-SNE and four dimensional for PCA. In this stage, the
transformed data were further clustered into defined groups. The algorithm was
implemented by using Sklearn library.

4.5.1

K-means Clustering

The appropriate number of clusters was evaluated by elbow method and
Silhouette Coefficient before clustering. According to Figure 4.9(a), the sum
square error (SSE) for both PCA and t-SNE transformed data were continued to
decrease when the number of clusters increased. To illustrate this, the distance
between point and closest centroids was decreased when the more centroids
were exists. The elbow point for the t-SNE result was identified as four.
However, it may difficult to choosing the elbow point of the PCA curve.
Therefore, Silhouette Coefficient was also computed to observe the suitable
number of clusters. Based on the Figure 4.9(b), the best choice of cluster number
for PCA was five whereas for t-SNE was same as four. The clustering results
were shown in Figure 4.9(c). As expected, the PCA data was clustered into five
clusters whereas t-SNE data was clustered into four clusters.
The initial centroids were selected by using the (K-means++) to speed
up the convergence. This method is recommended because it provides best
initial points for k-means algorithm (Thakur, 2020). Besides that, the random
state was set to zero to obtain reproducible result. According to the result, the
clusters size formed from PCA data point are not balance especially for group
three. Besides that, some data points seem overlap to another group. This may
due to only two components are involved in visualization. Therefore, it cannot
show the cluster result in full picture. On the other hand, the clustering result
obtained from t-SNE is considered good. All groups are divided evenly and
there are no overlapping points.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.9: Analysis and Results in K-means Clustering Algorithm.
(Left) = PCA; (Right) = t-SNE
(a) Elbow Curve; (b) Silhouette Coefficient Curve; (c) Clustering
Scatterplot

4.5.2

Hierarchical (Agglomerative) Clustering

According to Figure 4.10(a), the suitable number of clusters for both PCA and
t-SNE data were four in hierarchical clustering. The hierarchical clustering was
agglomerative based which points are merged as one moves up the hierarchy.
Figure 4.10(b) illustrated the dendrogram that shows the hierarchical
relationship between points. The linkage criterion chosen for this was ward
which the variance of the clusters was minimized. As shown in Figure 4.10(c),
the data point for both PCA and t-SNE were clustered into four groups.
From the dendrogram generated from PCA, it shows that there are three
group when the Euclidean distance is forty. There is one point that did not merge
with other as its geometric distance is far from other points. The Euclidean
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distance that used to separate four clusters for PCA is about thirty-seven while
for t-SNE is about seventy to one hundred. It shows that the data point from
PCA is more closely packed compared to t-SNE. In overall, the result obtained
in this clustering algorithm is almost same with K-means clustering algorithm
except the component numbers choose for PCA data.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: Analysis and Results in Hierarchical (Agglomerative)
Clustering Algorithm.
(Left) = PCA; (Right) = t-SNE
(a) Silhouette Coefficient Curve; (b) Dendrogram; (c) Clustering
Scatterplot

4.5.3

Fuzzy C-mean Clustering

According to Figure 4.11(a), the suitable number of cluster for PCA data was
two whereas for t-SNE was four. After the clustering algorithm, both PCA and
t-SNE data was assigned to its defined clusters as shown in Figure 4.11(b).
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From the result, the PCA point was clustered into two distinguish groups.
There was no overlapping point in this clustering algorithm compared to
previous clustering algorithm because there were only involved two groups. As
for t-SNE data, there was no big difference compared to result obtained from
Hierarchical and k-mean clustering.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11: Analysis and Results in Fuzzy C-mean Clustering Algorithm.
(Left) = PCA; (Right) = t-SNE
(a) Silhouette Coefficient Curve; (b) Clustering Scatterplot

4.5.4

Discussion of Clustering Methods

In short, PCA and t-SNE data input were successful clustered by each clustering
algorithm. There were six different combinations of feature extraction and
clustering methods. Range, Silhouette Coefficient and Davies-Bouldin score
were computed as clustering validation methods to evaluate the performance of
each combination. The range measured the maximum difference of clustered
group size. If all the groups had a balance group size, the maximum difference
would be zero. Silhouette Coefficient ranges from negative one to positive one,
clusters which were dense and well separated will have higher score. As for
Davies-Bouldin score, lower values indicate better clustering.
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According to Table 4.3, combination of t-SNE and k-means was ranked
number one among all six models. On the other hand, PCA and Hierarchical
was the lowest performance combination because it had the most imbalance
clusters and lowest Silhouette Coefficient. Although combination of PCA and
Fuzzy C-means had the most balanced group size, its performance in Silhouette
Coefficient and Davies-Bouldin score were not that good.
The number of clusters were not consistent in PCA input data. Different
clustering algorithm were led to different optimised cluster number. This may
because the data points are too closely packed with each other and the presence
of outlier. Besides that, the size of cluster formed in PCA input data were
significant different between each group except for Fuzzy C-means clustering.
However, only two clusters were formed by Fuzzy C-means so it may not
suitable to direct compared with other two algorithms that have more cluster.
On the other hand, all clustering algorithm resulted similar cluster number in tSNE input data. The difference in group size were almost similar for K-means
and Fuzzy C-means clustering. Hierarchical clustering achieved more balance
group size as it had the lower range.
In term of Silhouette Coefficient and Davies-Bouldin score, the PCA
input data achieved lower performance if compared with t-SNE input data. This
indicated that the intra-cluster similarity and inter-cluster differences were
lower for clusters formed by PCA input data. Therefore, t-SNE resulted more
validate and compact clusters thus the information retrieved was more accurate.
In overall, t-SNE input data achieved higher performance than PCA
input data. Among the clustering techniques applied in t-SNE input data, the
performance of Hierarchical clustering technique was slightly lower. Apart from
that, the K-means and Fuzzy C-means clustering had almost similar
performance. However, Fuzzy C-means produced more compact cluster
whereas K-means clustering yield more distinct clusters. This result is related
to finding from Panda et al. (2012). In addition, Cebeci and Yildiz (2015)
reported that K-means clustering was outperforming to Fuzzy C-means
clustering in term of computing time. By considering all of this, the combination
of t-SNE for feature extraction and K-means clustering algorithm achieved the
best clustering performance in MELoR dataset. Its clustering result was further
analysed in next stage.
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Table 4.3: The Comparison of Performance Among Six Different
Combination.
Clustering Validation Methods
Combination

Cluster

PCA and kmeans
PCA and
Hierarchical

Range

Silhouette

Davies

Coefficient

Bouldin Score

Rank

5

545 (5)

0.29 (4)

0.88 (4)

5

4

771 (6)

0.26 (6)

0.96 (5)

6

2

11 (1)

0.27 (5)

1.37 (6)

4

4

149 (4)

0.41 (1)

0.78 (1)

1

4

82 (2)

0.38 (3)

0.85 (3)

3

4

129 (3)

0.40 (2)

0.79 (2)

2

PCA and
Fuzzy Cmeans
t-SNE and kmeans
t-SNE and
Hierarchical
t-SNE and
Fuzzy Cmeans
Note: The rank is evaluated by least stack ranking from all three clustering
validation methods.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

4.6

Ordinal Ranks 1 to 6

Characteristic Interpretation

After the t-SNE for feature extraction and K-means clustering algorithm, one
thousand two hundred seventy-nine subjects were clustered into four groups. As
shown in Figure 4.12, each cluster had occupied its specific region. According
to the trend, the fall risk would likely to increase when the data point moves
downward or leftward. To illustrate this, Low fall risk group was located at top
right side while High fall risk group located at bottom left side. The Intermediate
A and B fall risk group were located at middle.
According to Table 4.4, the clusters size for each group (from Low to
High) was three hundred thirteen, four hundred six, two hundred fifty-seven and
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three hundred three respectively. The group size is almost balance especially for
Low and High fall risk group. The percentage of faller to non-faller for each
group (from Low to High) were 13%, 19%, 21% and 31%. The overall fall risk
for this dataset was 21% where two hundred sixty-four faller among all one
thousand two hundred seventy-nine subjects. In comparison, Low fall risk group
had odd ratio of 0.62 whereas High fall risk group had odd ratio of 1.48. This
reveals that older people clustered at Low fall risk group are exposed to almost
40% lower risk of falls among overall older cohort in the dataset. In contrast,
almost 50% higher risk of falls are exposed for High fall risk group.
In order to evaluate the characteristic inside each group, the average
value of selected features was computed. Body mass index, waist-to-hip ratio,
and gender were included in interpretation because these variables were
identified as relevant fall risk factors in literature review. According to Table
4.5, a total of twelve variables, which can further assign into six categories were
analysed. Since all the variables were not normal distributed, the median and
interquartile range were applied instead of mean and standard deviation. Apart
from that, gender was a categorical variable, so the percentage of female was
used to indicate the effect toward fall risk.
According to Table 4.6, all the variables were significant difference
among the groups in Kruskal-Wallis H test. For the Dunn’s test, variables HGS,
MoCA and Age were statistically significant differences between all pairwise
groups. Besides that, only one pairwise group of variables TUG, FR,
DBP_SSR_ARV

and

Height

was

no

difference.

Lastly,

variables

SBP_SSR_ARV, RR_SSR_ARV, BMI and WHR had at least two pairwise
group that was no significant differences.
In overall, all the selected variables from clustering algorithm were
significant difference between Low and High fall risk group. Therefore, it is
validated to compare the characteristic between these two groups. After analysis,
characteristics of faller were analysed as older, slower or imbalanced gait,
weaker muscle strength, with cardiovascular disorder and cognitive impairment.
In next subsection, the result was then discussed with previous studies.
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Figure 4.12: Different Fall Risk Group. Arrow = Trend of Increased Fall
Risk

Table 4.4: Summary of Each Generated Cluster.
Cluster
Colour
Green

Centroid

Cluster Size

Fall Risk

[1.58, 5.42]

313

Blue

[2.53, -1.43]

406

Orange

[-3.66, 2.06]

257

Red

[-3.26, -4.73]

303

Low (13%)
Intermediate
A (19%)
Intermediate
B (21%)
High (31%)

Odds
Ratio
0.62
0.90
1.00
1.48

Table 4.5: Variables That Chosen for Characteristic Interpretation.
Fall Risk Factors
Gait and Balance
Muscle Strength
Cardiovascular Disorder
(Standing to Supine Ratio
of Variation Computed
with
Average
Real
Variability)
Cognitive Impairment

Variables
Timed Up and Go Test (TUG)
Functional Reach (FR)
Dominant Hand Grip Strength (HGS)
Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP_SSR_ARV)
Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP_SSR_ARV)
RR Interval (RR_SSR_ARV)

Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)
Age
Demographic
Gender *
Height
Other
Body Mass Index (BMI) *
Waist to Hip Ratio (WHR) *
* Additional variables that included for characteristic interpretation, but not
selected in clustering algorithm.
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Table 4.6: Characteristic of Clustered Groups.
Variables

Low
TUG (s)
11.0 ± 3.00 a,b,c
FR (cm)
32.0 ± 8.00 b,c
HGS (kg)
32.0 ± 9.4 a,b,c
SBP_SSR_ARV
1.3 ± 0.75 c
DBP_SSR_ARV
1.2 ± 0.60 a,c
RR_SSR_ARV
0.8 ± 0.41 a,b,c
MoCA
26.0 ± 4.00 a,b,c
Age
65.7 ± 8.40 a,b,c
Gender (Female)
63 (0.20)
Height (cm)
166.0 ± 10.00 a,b,c
BMI (kg/m2)
24.5 ± 4.51
WHR
0.9 ± 0.08 a
** p<0.01(conducted with Kruskal-Wallis H test)

Fall Risk Group
Intermediate A
Intermediate B
a,e
11.0 ± 2.00
12.0 ± 3.00 b,f
26.0 ± 7.00 d,e
26.0 ± 8.00 b,d,f
19.8 ± 6.43 a,d,e
24.8 ± 7.83 b,d,f
1.2 ± 0.56 d,e
1.2 ± 0.68 d,f
1.1 ± 0.53 a,d,e
1.2 ± 0.70 d,f
0.8 ± 0.48 a
1.0 ± 0.99 b
26.0 ± 4.00 a,d,e
22.0 ± 6.00 b,d,f
64.2 ± 9.07 a,d,e
71.6 ± 8.50 b,d,f
378 (0.93)
69 (0.27)
a,d
153.0 ± 6.00
162.0 ± 8.00 b,d,f
24.4 ± 6.14 e
24.7 ± 5.10 f
0.9 ± 0.10 a,d,e
0.9 ± 0.10 d

High
15.0 ± 6.00 c,e,f
19.0 ± 7.00 c,e,f
17.3 ± 7.03 c,e,f
1.0 ± 0.52 c,e,f
1.0 ± 0.45 c,e,f
0.8 ± 0.51 c
18.0 ± 7.00 c,e,f
73.1 ± 10.02 c,e,f
221 (0.73)
153.0 ± 10.00 c,f
25.6 ± 6.67 e,f
0.9 ± 0.11 e

p-value
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
**
***

*** p<0.001(conducted with Kruskal-Wallis H test)
Dunn’s test: a p<0.05 for Low fall risk group versus Intermediate A fall risk group, b p<0.05 for Low fall risk group versus Intermediate B fall risk
group, c p<0.05 for Low fall risk group versus High fall risk group, d p<0.05 for Intermediate A fall risk group versus Intermediate B fall risk group,
e

p<0.05 for Intermediate A fall risk group versus High fall risk group, f p<0.05 for Intermediate B fall risk group versus High fall risk group
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4.6.1

Timed Up and Go Test (TUG)

Based on Table 4.6, the time to complete TUG test was increased from lower to
higher fall risk group. Subject that required 15 second to complete this test
would acquire higher fall risk. This was supported by Shumway-Cook et al.
(2000) which reported that older people that used more than 13.5 second to
complete test is at risk for falling. Apart from that, Alexandre et al. (2012)
reported 12.47 second as the threshold value. Therefore, the fall risk of other
three groups were lower because its TUG completion time less than threshold
value. In short, subjects have greater fall risk if TUG completion time are higher,
where these subjects maybe suspected for gait disorder.

4.6.2

Functional Reach (FR)

From lower to higher fall risk group, the FR scores were decreased. The lower
score is representing imbalance problem so increase the risk for fall (Lin et al.,
2004). According to Thomas and Lane (2005), older patient who reached less
than 18.5 cm indicated higher fall risk. This is almost similar with the result
obtained which 19 cm for High fall risk group. Besides that, Williams et al.
(2017) stated the score within 15.24 cm to 25.40 cm acquired fall risk with two
times higher. From the result, Low to Intermediate fall risk group reached
average distance greater than 25.40 cm so it depicts a lower fall risk.

4.6.3

Hand Grip Strength (HGS)

As for HGS, the score was lowest in High fall risk group. This is supported by
Yang et al. (2018) which stated the HGS was lower in a group that had recently
fallen compared to group that had not fallen. Besides that, the HGS score is
different for both genders. Based on result obtained, Low and Intermediate B
fall risk group had large proportion of male whereas Intermediate A and High
fall risk group had large proportion of female. Therefore, the score was lower
as expected at Intermediate A and High fall risk group. Giles et al. (2003)
reported that the fall risk was increased for those with HGS less than 25th
percentile for both genders. This is supporting the result where fall risk increases
when HGS decreased for both genders. In short, lower hand grip strength
suspected for muscle weakness and increase fall risk (Moreland et al., 2004).
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4.6.4

Cardiovascular Variability Ratio (Systolic Blood Pressure,
Diastolic Blood Pressure and RR Interval)

High fall risk group had lower SBP_SSR_ARV and DBP_SSR_ARV value.
Apart from that, no significant difference was observed in RR_SSR_ARV.
Previous studies had evaluated only the absolute BP difference in postural
change to identify presence of OH (Heitterachi et al., 2002). In this study, shortterm blood pressure variability (BPV) provides measurement on changes in BP
with posture change to assess its potential relevance to falls. Furthermore, ARV
index is proven as reliable metric for prognostic significance of BPV (Mena et
al., 2005). As SSR measures the change in BPV between standing to supine
ratio, reduction in SBP_SSR_ARV and DBP_SSR_ARV demonstrate possible
reduction in reactivity in BP control for the upright posture (Goh et al., 2017).
This is considered as cardiovascular disorder and may give direct effect on
susceptibility to falls. However, RR_SSR_ARV shows no difference and thus it
assumed as non-relevant fall risk factor in this case.

4.6.5

Cognitive Assessment (MoCA questionnaire)

In addition, subjects with higher fall risk had lower score in MoCA test. This
test aims to screen people for dementia. A score of 26 and higher is considered
as normal, 22.1 with mild cognitive impairment and 16.2 with Alzheimer’s
disease (Andrew, 2020). From the result obtained, Intermediate B and High fall
risk group had score below 26, where these subjects maybe suspected for
cognitive impairment. Cognitive impairment is known as fall risk factor in many
studies (Sieri and Beretta, 2004; Rubenstein and Josephson, 2006).

4.6.6

Demographic

From Table 4.6, subjects with age 73.1 years old had higher fall risk compared
to 65.7 years old. It indicates that risk increases with age (Gale, Cooper and
Aihie Sayer, 2016). The gait imbalance and weaker muscle strength are
associated with advanced age (Verghese et al., 2006; Keller and Engelhardt,
2013) . Across all age groups, female is prone to higher fall risk (Stevens and
Sogolow, 2005). This may due to the weaker muscle strength from biological
factor.
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4.6.7

Height, Body Mass Index and Waist to Hip Ratio

According to result, High fall risk group had lower height compared to Low fall
risk group. None of the previous study had study the relationship between height
and fall risk. Therefore, it is linked with BMI where lower height associated
with higher BMI in adults (Sperrin et al., 2016). The higher BMI may result in
obesity and thus cause instability (Hue et al., 2007). This is found similar from
the result which higher BMI in High fall risk group. However, it is not
considered as major risk factor because the difference among the fall risk group
was small. On the other hand, WHR was found no difference across all the
groups. Therefore, it is categorized as non-relevant fall risk factor in this dataset.

4.7

Summary

The MELoR data set contains one thousand four hundred eleven subjects and
one hundred and thirty-nine variables. After data pre-processing and feature
selection, it had reduced to one thousand two hundred seventy-nine subjects and
nine variables. Most of the selected variables were identified as major fall risk
factors in literature review. Among of different combination of feature
extraction and clustering algorithm, t-SNE feature extraction methods and Kmeans clustering algorithm had the highest performance in clustering validation.
It groups the subjects into Low (13%), Intermediate A (19%), Intermediate B
(21%) and High (31%) fall risk group. After conducted characteristic
interpretation for each group, older people with higher fall risk have slower gait,
imbalance, weaker muscle strength, with cardiovascular disorder, poor
performance in cognitive test, and advancing age.
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CHAPTER 5

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

Conclusions

The aim and objectives of this project were achieved. The major risk factors for
falls in older cohort were identified through literature review, which are gait and
balance, muscle strength, cardiovascular disorder, cognitive impairment, age
and gender. One thousand two hundred seventy-nine subjects and nine variables
were chosen from MELoR dataset after feature selection. Most of the selected
variables were similar to major fall risk factor that identified in literature review.
After this, t-SNE for feature extraction combined with K-means
clustering demonstrated the highest performance compared to other five
combinations. It achieved Silhouette Coefficient of 0.41, Davies Bouldin score
of 0.78 and maximum group size difference of 149. By using this clustering
algorithm, the data points were successfully clustered into four groups. It
consisted of Low (13%), Intermediate A (19%), Intermediate B (21%) and High
(31%) fall risk group.
The odd ratio for older people at High fall risk group to fall was 1.48
(>1). This reveals that older people clustered at this group are exposed to almost
50% higher risk of falls among overall older cohort in the dataset. After analysis,
the characteristics of older people with high fall risk were interpreted as slower
gait, imbalance, weaker muscle strength, with cardiovascular disorder, poorer
performance in cognitive test, and advancing age. Besides that, female was
prone to higher fall risk compared to male. In overall, this clustering algorithm
present a potential as assessment tool in management of falls.

5.2

Recommendations for Future Work

First and foremost, a further classification algorithm can be developed as future
work. In this project, the clustering algorithm can successfully group the
subjects into four groups based on the characteristic of fall risk factors. The
subjects in each group can be further classified into faller or non-faller by new
variables that does not include in feature selection. To illustrate this, it might
have more variables if the falls data is from other datasets, then these new or
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extra variables can be used for classification after clustering. The information
obtained from clustering algorithm may improve the accuracy of classification.
Therefore, the difference between faller and non-faller can be further
distinguished and analysed.
Apart from that, graphical user interface (GUI) can be developed.
Instead of interacting with Python console, it will be more convenient for
clinician to work with GUI. It can convey the necessary information where the
action is taken by user. Once the action is taken, the clustering result can direct
visualise by clinician. In this case, Python provides number of GUI frameworks
including Tkinter, Kivy and PyQT.
The proposed fall risk clustering algorithm only tested for MELoR
dataset in this project. It may achieve different outcomes when tested with other
fall datasets. Future work shall be working on evaluation of algorithm in
different datasets. The chosen dataset may have higher number of subjects and
variables. In addition, other risk factors such as visual impairment, uses of
assistive device, medication and environment hazard can be analysed. It is also
suggested that search and analyse dataset that contain balanced number between
faller and non-faller.
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APPENDICES

5 APPENDIX A: Clustering Algorithm (Python Codes)
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
import scipy.stats as stats
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import seaborn as sn
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier
from math import sqrt
from sklearn.decomposition import PCA
from sklearn.manifold import TSNE
from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler
from sklearn.cluster import KMeans
from sklearn.cluster import AgglomerativeClustering
import skfuzzy as fuzz
from sklearn.metrics import silhouette_score,davies_bouldin_score
def data_preprocessing(df):
df.Weight_kg = df.Weight_kg.astype('float64')
df.Hip_cm = df.Hip_cm.astype('float64')
Hand_grip=[]
for x,y in enumerate(df['GS_DominantHand']): # add dominant hand grip strength
if y =='Right':
Hand_grip.append(df['RightHandAverage'][x])
elif y=='Left':
Hand_grip.append(df['LeftHandAverage'][x])
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else:
Hand_grip.append(np.nan)
df.insert(9, 'Dominant_Hand_grip', Hand_grip, True)
y=df['Fall_questionnaire'] # target variable
df=df.drop(['Fall_questionnaire','BPcondition'],axis=1)
df=df.replace(0,np.nan)
return(df,y)
def group_variable(df_list):
categorical_list,numerical_list, info_list=[],[],[]
for i in df_list:
if df[i].dtype=='object':
info_list.append(i)
elif df[i].dtype=='int64':
categorical_list.append(i)
else:
numerical_list.append(i)
return(categorical_list,numerical_list, info_list)
def shapiro_wilk_test(_list):
normal=[]
not_normal=[]
for x in _list:
n = df[x]
n=n.dropna()
stat, p = stats.shapiro(n)
alpha = 0.05
if p > alpha:
normal.append(x)
else:
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not_normal.append(x)
return(normal,not_normal)
def independent_t_test(_list):
for x in _list:
n=df[x].dropna()
data1=n[target==1]
data2=n[target==2]
se1, se2 = ((np.std(data1, ddof=1))/sqrt(len(data1)),
(np.std(data2, ddof=1))/sqrt(len(data2))) # calculate standard errors
sed = sqrt(se1**2.0 + se2**2.0) # standard error on the difference between the samples
t_stat = (np.mean(data1) - np.mean(data2)) / sed # calculate the t statistic
degree = len(data1) + len(data2) - 2 # degrees of freedom
p = (1.0 - stats.t.cdf(abs(t_stat), degree)) * 2.0 # calculate the p-value
t_score.append(t_stat)
p_value1.append(p)
return(t_score,p_value1)
def mannwhitneyu_test(_list):
for x in not_normal: #for numerical feature that not normal distributed
n = df[x].dropna()
data1=n[target==1]
data2=n[target==2]
stat, p = stats.mannwhitneyu(data1, data2, alternative='two-sided')
statistic.append(stat)
p_value2.append(p)
return(statistic,p_value2)
def chi2_test(_list):
for x in _list:
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crosstab = pd.crosstab(target, df[x])
chi2, value,dof,doo=stats.chi2_contingency(crosstab)
chi2_score.append(chi2)
p_value3.append(value)
return(chi2_score,p_value3)
def cramer_v(_list):
for var1 in _list:
col = []
for var2 in indp_categorical_list :
crosstab =np.array(pd.crosstab(df[var1],df[var2], rownames=None, colnames=None)) # Cross table
building
stat = stats.chi2_contingency(crosstab)[0] # Keeping of the test statistic of the Chi2 test
obs = np.sum(crosstab) # Number of observations
mini = min(crosstab.shape)-1 # Take the minimum value between the columns and the rows of the
cross table
cramers =stat/(obs*mini)
col.append(round(cramers,2)) # Keeping of the rounded value of the Cramer's V
rows.append(col)
return(rows)
def group_BP_feature(_list):
for x in _list:
if 'RR' in x:
RR_feature.append(x)
elif 'SBP' in x:
SBP_feature.append(x)
else:
DBP_feature.append(x)
return(RR_feature,SBP_feature,DBP_feature)
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def feature_imp(_list):
X=pd.concat([df[_list],target], axis=1)
X=X.dropna()
y=X['Fall_questionnaire']
X=X.drop('Fall_questionnaire', axis=1)
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X, y,test_size=0.30,train_size=0.70,
stratify=y,random_state=0) # test split set
model = RandomForestClassifier(max_depth=30,random_state=0)
model.fit(X_train, y_train)
col_sorted_by_importance=model.feature_importances_.argsort()[::-1]
feat_imp=pd.DataFrame({ 'cols':X.columns[col_sorted_by_importance],
'imps':model.feature_importances_[col_sorted_by_importance]})
return(feat_imp)
#################
### Main Code ###
#################
df = pd.read_excel(r'C:\Users\User\Desktop\Fyp Python Code\Fall Data.xlsx') # add directory for dataset
df_copy = df.copy()
df, target = data_preprocessing(df)
feature_description=df.describe().T
feature_list=df.columns[df.isnull().mean() < 0.1].tolist() # remove those feature with high missing ratio
categorical_list, numerical_list, info_list = group_variable(feature_list) # categorization
common_feature=numerical_list[0:14]
BP_feature=numerical_list[14:]
for x in categorical_list:
df[x]=df[x].astype('category')
normal,not_normal=shapiro_wilk_test(numerical_list) # normality test
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###Feature Selection###
t_score, p_value1,statistic,p_value2,chi2_score,
p_value3,rows,RR_feature,SBP_feature,DBP_feature=[],[],[],[],[],[],[],[],[],[]
alpha=0.05
t_score,p_value1=independent_t_test(normal) # independent T-test
t_test = pd.DataFrame({'feature':normal,'t-value': t_score,'p': p_value1})
t_test=t_test[t_test['p']<alpha]
statistic,p_value2=mannwhitneyu_test(normal) # mann-Whitney U test
mann_test = pd.DataFrame({'feature':not_normal,'statistic': statistic,'p': p_value2})
mann_test=mann_test[mann_test['p']<alpha]
indp_common_feature=([v for v in mann_test['feature'].tolist() if v in common_feature]+
[v for v in t_test['feature'].tolist() if v in common_feature])
indp_BP_feature=([v for v in t_test['feature'].tolist() if v in BP_feature]+
[v for v in mann_test['feature'].tolist() if v in BP_feature])
chi2_score,p_value3=chi2_test(categorical_list) # chi-square test
chi_square = pd.DataFrame({'feature':categorical_list,'chi2': chi2_score,'p': p_value3})
indp_categorical_list=[v for v in chi_square['feature'].tolist() if v in categorical_list]
spearman = df[indp_common_feature].corr(method='spearman').abs() # spearman correlation
upper = spearman.where(np.triu(np.ones(spearman.shape), k=1).astype(np.bool))
to_drop = [column for column in upper.columns if any(upper[column] > 0.8)]
final_feature=[v for v in indp_common_feature if v not in to_drop]
rows=cramer_v(indp_categorical_list) # cramer's V correlation
cramers_results = np.array(rows)
cramer = pd.DataFrame(cramers_results, columns = indp_categorical_list, index =indp_categorical_list)
final_feature=final_feature+categorical_list
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RR_feature,SBP_feature,DBP_feature=group_BP_feature(indp_BP_feature)
feat_imp=feature_imp(RR_feature) # feature importance
for i in range(len(RR_feature)):
temp=feat_imp.cols.tolist()[i]
temp=temp[3:]
if (('SBP_'+temp) in SBP_feature) and (('DBP_'+temp) in DBP_feature):
break
[final_feature.append(x) for x in indp_BP_feature if temp in x]
feat_imp=feature_imp(final_feature)
final_feature=feat_imp[feat_imp['imps']>0.05].cols.tolist() # final selected feature
###Feature Extraction###
df_refer=pd.concat([df[final_feature],target], axis=1)
missing_count=df_refer.isnull().sum(axis=0)
df_refer=df_refer.dropna() # drop the subjects with missing data
Y=df_refer['Fall_questionnaire']
scaler =StandardScaler()
X=scaler.fit_transform(df_refer[final_feature]) # standardization
df_scale=pd.DataFrame(data=X,columns=final_feature,index=df_refer.index)
label=Y.replace(to_replace=[1,2], value=['non-faller','faller'])
tsne = TSNE(n_components=2,perplexity=180, learning_rate=200,random_state=0) # t-SNE
X_TSNE= tsne.fit_transform(X)
e = {'tsne_1': X_TSNE[:,0], 'tsne_2': X_TSNE[:,1],'labels':label}
tsne_df = pd.DataFrame(data=e)
pca = PCA(n_components=4) # PCA
X_pca = pca.fit_transform(X)
explained_variance = pca.explained_variance_ratio_
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d = {'pca_1': X_pca[:,0], 'pca_2': X_pca[:,1],'labels':label}
pca_df = pd.DataFrame(data=d)
plt.figure()
sn.scatterplot(x="pca_1", y="pca_2",hue="labels",data=pca_df,palette=['dodgerblue','red'],legend="full")#
visualisation of pca
plt.figure()
sn.scatterplot(x="tsne_1",
y="tsne_2",hue="labels",data=tsne_df,palette=['dodgerblue','red'],legend="full")# visualisation of t-SNE
###Clustering###
ks = range(2, 10)
inertia_pca,inertia_tsne,silhouette_coefficients_pca,silhouette_coefficients_tsne=[],[],[],[]
for k in ks: # evaluate the suitable number of components
model = KMeans(n_clusters=k,random_state=0)
model.fit(X_pca)
inertia_pca.append(model.inertia_)
scores = silhouette_score(X_pca, model.labels_)
silhouette_coefficients_pca.append(scores)
models=KMeans(n_clusters=k,random_state=0)
models.fit(X_TSNE)
inertia_tsne.append(models.inertia_)
score = silhouette_score(X_TSNE, models.labels_)
silhouette_coefficients_tsne.append(score)
k_class=KMeans(n_clusters=4,random_state=0).fit_predict(X_TSNE)
h_class=AgglomerativeClustering(n_clusters = 4).fit_predict(X_TSNE)
cntr, u, u0, d, jm, p, fpc = fuzz.cluster.cmeans(X_TSNE.T, 4, 2, error=0.005, maxiter=1000,seed=20)
f_class = np.argmax(u, axis=0)
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###Characteristic Interpretation###
Overview={}
difference,score1,score2,name=[],[],[],['group1','group2','group3','group4']
for y, x in enumerate([k_class,h_class,f_class]):
group,fall_rate,feature_median,gender,feature_IQR,fall_risk,count,rows=[],[],[],[],[],[],[],[]
clusters = np.unique(x) # number of clusters
df_refer['class']=x
for i in clusters:
group.append(df_refer[df_refer['class'] == i])
for i,j in enumerate(group):
fall_rate.append(group[i]['Fall_questionnaire'].value_counts(1))
feature_median.append(group[i].median())
feature_IQR.append(group[i].quantile(.75)-group[i].quantile(.25))
count.append(len(j))
for i in range(len(fall_rate)):
fall_risk.append(1-fall_rate[i][1])
Overview["overview%s" %y] = pd.DataFrame(feature_median)
Overview["overview%s" %y].insert(0, "Fall risk", pd.Series(fall_risk))
Overview["overview%s" %y].insert(0, "Count", pd.Series(count))
Overview["overview%s" %y]=Overview["overview%s" %y].drop(['Fall_questionnaire','class'],axis=1)
Overview["overview%s" %y]=Overview["overview%s" %y].T
std=['std%s' %s for s in range(len(feature_IQR))]
order=[a for a in range(len(feature_IQR)*2) if a % 2 != 0]
for a,b,c in zip(feature_IQR,std,order):
Overview["overview%s" %y].insert(c, b, a)
difference.append(max(count)-min(count)) # maximum difference
score1.append(silhouette_score(X_TSNE, x))
score2.append(davies_bouldin_score(X_TSNE, x))
overview_new = {'overview0':'k_mean', 'overview1':'hierachical', 'overview2':'fuzzy_c_mean'}
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Overview=dict((overview_new[key], value) for (key, value) in Overview.items())
Cluster_validation=pd.DataFrame([difference,score1,score2],index=['maximum_difference',
'silhouette_score','davies_bouldin_score'],columns=['k_mean','hierachical','fuzzy_c_mean'])
###Clustering Result###
plt.figure()
colour=['#1f77b4', '#ff7f0e','#d62728','#2ca02c']
for cluster,colour in zip(clusters,colour):
row_ix = np.where(k_class == cluster)
plt.scatter(X_TSNE[row_ix, 0], X_TSNE[row_ix, 1],label=cluster,c=colour)
plt.xlabel('tsne_1')
plt.ylabel('tsne_2')
plt.legend()
plt.show()

